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Of all collegiate rituals, graduation is the oldest and most
timeless. On this day, you progress from the academy to the
world of work, of civic duty, and of family and community
life. Use what you have learned here to make a difference.
Practice the disciplines that undergird sound decisions.
Apply yourselves in service to others. Resist easy answers.
Learn, create, grow.
Let this be a day of joy and celebration, but take time
also to reflect on the accomplishments that brought you
here, to savor this last gathering of your classmates and
professors, and to feel the thrill of beginning anew.
— John T. Casteen, III
President of
The University of Connecticut
ORDER OF EXERCISES
Undergraduate Schools and Colleges
Memorial Stadium, Storrs
Sunday, May 20, 1990 — 10:00 A.M.
PROCESSIONAL: CEREMONIAL BAND, PROFESSOR GARY D GREEN
SINGING OF America The Beautiful: VIRGINIA T. PYLE, Department of Music
INVOCATION: THE REVEREND DR. STANLEY W. POSSELL
Storrs Congregational Church
Storrs, Connecticut
PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE GRADUATING CLASS: MARYBETH LONG
CHARGE TO THE CLASS: JOHN T. CASTEEN, III
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: The Deans
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES: JOHN T. CASTEEN, III, President
GREETINGS: ANDREW J. CANZONETTI, Chairman of the Board of Trustees




The Jorgensen Auditorium, Storrs
Sunday, May 20, 1990 — 3:30 P.M.
PROCESSIONAL: CEREMONIAL BAND, PROFESSOR PAUL C. PHILLIPS
SINGING OF America The Beautiful: VIRGINIA T. PYLE, Department of Music
INVOCATION: THE REVEREND DR. STANLEY W. POSSELL
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES. JOHN T. CASTEEN, III, President
ANDREW J. CANZONETTI
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
CONSTANCE BAKER MOTLEY, Federal Judge
Doctor of Laws
EDWARD H. BUDD, Corporate Executive
Doctor of Laws
FRANKLIN CHANG-DIAZ, Scientist, Astronaut
Doctor of Science
THOMAS P. MELADY, Ambassador
Doctor of Laws
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: FRANKLIN CHANG-DIAZ
Astronaut, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES. CHARLES W. CASE
Dean, School of Education
THOMAS G. GIOLAS
Dean, Graduate School
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES: JOHN T. CASTEEN, III, President
BENEDICTION: THE REVEREND STANLEY W POSSELL
RECESSIONAL
ORDER OF EXERCISES
The School of Law
55 Elizabeth Street, Hartford
Sunday, May 20, 1990 — 11:00 A.M.
PROCESSIONAL
SINGING OF America The Beautiful
ADDRESS: THE HONORABLE CHRISTOPHER J. DODD
United States Senator




PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: GEORGE SCHATZKI
Dean, School of Law
RECESSIONAL
ORDER OF EXERCISES
The School of Dental Medicine and The School of Medicine
The Health Center, Farmington
Thursday, May 24, 1990 — 5:30 P.M.
PROCESSIONAL
SINGING OF America The Beautiful: LENORA S. WILLIAMS
1986 Graduate, School of Medicine
INVOCATION
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION: JAMES E. MULVIHILL
Vice-President and Provost for Health Affairs and
Executive Director of the Health Center
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: ROBERT U. MASSEY
Former Dean of the University
of Connecticut School of Medicine
and Professor of Community Medicine and Health Care
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: JAMES E. KENNEDY
Dean, School of Dental Medicine
EUGENE M. SIGMAN
Dean, School of Medicine
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES. JOHN T. CASTEEN, III, President
ANDREW J. CANZONETTI
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
GREETINGS: KEVIN V. DOWLING, Chairman
Health Affairs Committee, Board of Trustees
REMARKS: REBECCA J. WOODWARD, Graduate, School of Dental Medicine
J. BRUCE SUTAY, Graduate, School of Medicine
ADMINISTRATION OF HIPPOCRATIC OATH: JAMES E.C. WALKER
Professor of Medicine and
Associate Director of Travelers Center on Aging
BENEDICTION: RICHARD W. BAUER
Assistant to the Chaplain
RECESSIONAL
COMMENCEMENT NOTES
COMMENCEMENT DAY at The University of Connecticut is a time of ceremony and pageantry, portions
of which represent traditions dating back to medieval times. These notes on the history of the University and
the commencement ceremony are offered in the hope that they will be of interest to spectators.
THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT WAS FOUNDED as the Storrs Agricultural School in 1881 when
the General Assembly accepted a gift of money and land from Charles and Augustus Storrs, natives of Mansfield.
In 1893 when it became a land-grant college and officially opened to women, the name was changed to Storrs
Agricultural College. As the mission of the institution changed, its name was changed in 1899 to Connecticut
Agricultural College. In 1933 it became the Connecticut State College. It grew slowly becoming a small but vigorous
college with limited undergraduate offerings in a griculture, home economics and mechanical arts. With the
development of a university program it became The University of Connec ticut in 1939. The first regional campuses
were established in 1946 to deal with the influx of veteran students. Today, the University is made up of sixteen
different schools and colleges. Through the various agencies of five Divisions and seven Institutes, including forty-
nine Special Facilities, Programs, and Centers, the University is privileged to serve many State citizens. The
Graduate program began in 1935, and in 1949 the University awarded its first doctoral degrees.
Enormous expansion has taken place over the years together with increased enrollment. Today, the University
has an enrollment of over 26,000 students. At Storrs there are over 13,600 undergraduates and more than 4,200
graduate students, representing some eighty-two nations.
This year, the University will award over 4,500 degrees. Of these approximately 3,000 will be bachelor's degrees,
1,100 Master's degrees, 211 Juris Doctor degrees, 36 Doctor of Den tal Medicine degrees, 77 Doctor of Medicine
degrees, and 195 Doctor of Philosophy degrees. Also to be awarded are 58 diplomas in Professional Education
and 17 certificates in the two-year Ratcliffe Hicks School of A griculture.
THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY, because of the number of graduates, is divided into three separate
exercises. The Schools of Dental Medicine and Medicine, located at the University's Health Center in Farmington
hold their own Commencement Exercises. The Commencement procession in each ceremony at Storrs is heralded
by the ceremonial trumpets which were obtained especially for the University commencement. Preceding the
student processional, the student marshals carry banners specifically for the University's commencement. The
colors of the banners identify the academic subjects. In accordance with the Academic Costume Code, the banner
colors also correspond to the colors of the trimmings on the doctors' gowns, edging on their hoods, and tassels
of caps.
THE PROCESSIONAL BANNERS
College and School of Agriculture 	 Brown and Maize
School of Allied Health Professions 	 Red
School of Business Administration 	 Drab Green
School of Den tal Medicine 	 Lilac and Gold
School of Education 	 Light Blue
School of Engineering 	 Orange
Division of Extended and Continuing Education 	 Brown and Blue
School of Family Studies 	 Maroon
School of Fine Arts 	 Brown and Pink
The Graduate School
Masters Candidates 	 Blue, White and Gold
Doctor of Philosophy 	 Gold
School of Law 	 Purple
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
	
White and Yellow
School of Medicine 	 Green and Gold
School of Nursing 	 Apricot
School of Pharmacy 	 Green
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION begins with the heralding of the trumpeters announcing the arrival of the
academic procession.' The Bearer of the Mace leads the procession. The University Marshal, identified by his
Baton, leads the President, together with the speaker, clergyman, the Board of Trustees, vice-presidents, deans,
other university officials, and faculty. The Mace is presented at the center of the s tage while those processing enter
and take their places. Once the Mace is placed on the stand it signals the beginning of the ceremony.
The audience is requested to REMAIN SEATED so that all may see the procession.
Six
THE ACADEMIC GOWNS, HOODS, AND REGALIA represent more than elegance or colorful attire.
Academic caps and gowns represent a tradition which reaches far back into the early days of the oldest universities
of the Middle Ages. The early European universities were founded by the church; the students, being clerics, were
obliged to wear prescribed gowns and caps at all times. Caps and gowns were once common forms of clothing
and were retained by the clergy when the laity adopted more modern dress. Though some universities here and
abroad have other colors, the usual color for gowns in America is black. Hoods are lined with the official color
of the college or university which conferred the degree. The velvet edging of the hood varies in length for bachelors,
masters and doctoral degrees. The color represents the appropriate degree. Mortar boards (caps) are usually black.
The tassel for the Bachelor of Arts, Science, and Engineering may be of color distinctive of the degree, and the
tassel for the Doctor of Philosophy may be made of gold thread. The gown and hood of the University Marshal
were made specifically for University ceremonies in the official colors of national flag blue and white. The
Processional Marshals wear blue velvet "beefeater" berets; the School and College Marshals, who assist in
conducting the ceremonies, wear blue Dutch caps.
THE MACE, carried by Keith Barker, Chairman of the Commencement Committee, is used at all academic
ceremonies. In medieval times maces were weapons of warfare, but today a mace is "a staff borne by, or carried
before, a magistrate or other dignitary as an ensign of his authority." It is the emblem and symbol of the President's
authority to administer the University. This mace was first used at the Inauguration of President Homer D.
Babbidge, Jr., on October 20, 1962. It was designed by Nathan Knobler, former head of the Department of Art.
The University seal, executed in beautiful wood carving, appears on both faces. A penny dated 1881 is affixed
to it to commemorate the date of the University's founding.
THE BATON, carried by the University Marshal, Professor Peter L. Halvorson, was specifically designed
for ceremonial activities at The University of Connecticut and was first used at the Commencement in 1968. The
Office of Marshal can be traced back to the medieval period, and the Baton is a symbol of the Marshal's authority.
This Baton has silver mountings and is surmounted by a representation of the University seal in enamel, which
itself incorporates the coat of arms of the State of Connecticut. The University Marshal, carrying the Baton, follows
the Mace Bearer as he leads the academic procession into and out of the place of ceremony.
THE SILVER COLLAR/MEDALLION worn by John T. Casteen, III, President, was first used in 1964, at
the time of the University's Silver Anniversary. Each link on the collar represents one of the University's Schools
or Colleges and consists of a cloissoné circle engraved with an appropriate design for the particular school and
enameled with its traditional school or college colors. Hanging from the chain is a large silver medallion containing
the University seal.
THE AWARDING OF DEGREES at The University of Connecticut is accomplished by a twofold process.
First, the candidates for degrees of each respective school or college are presented by the University Marshal. The
candidates proceed to the front, receive their diplomas, are congratulated by their administrative officers and return
to their seats. The School or College Marshal then officially presents the candidates to the Dean who acknowledges
the candidates and declares the appropriate degree. Second, when all candidates have been duly presented, the
President of the University formally confers the appropriate degree. This is accomplished verbally at the time
that he speaks the words:
"By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Trustees of The University of Connecticut, and in
accordance with the procedures and regulations of the University, I confer upon you the Certificate,
appropriate Bachelor's Degree, Master's Degree, Juris Doctor, Doctor of Dental Medicine, Doctor of
Medicine, or Doctor of Philosophy for which you have been presented at this One Hundred and Seventh
Commencement of The University."
THE RECESSIONAL of the officials and faculty is once again led by the Mace Bearer and University Marshal.




THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
His Excellency, WILLIAM A. O'NEILL
Governor of the State of Connecticut, President Ex Officio
KENNETH B. ANDERSEN
Commissioner of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Member Ex Officio
GERALD N. TIROZZI
Commissioner of Education, Member Ex Officio
STEPHEN ALTSCHULER
GEORGE R BROWN
OTHA N. BROWN, JR., Secretary
















"With Distinction" is the University's designation for degrees earned by students who
give evidence of significant achievement in their major fields.
Honors Scholar
Honors Scholars are outstanding students who complete intensive two- to four-year
programs, including honors courses of unusual breadth and depth. Honors requirements
include a senior thesis or comprehensive examination in the major field.
University Scholar
The University Scholar designation is the highest scholastic honor at the University.
The individualized undergraduate programs of these students, which in some cases include
work toward a graduate degree, are supervised by faculty committees. In this graduating class
seventeen students were named University Scholars in the junior year.
The names in this program do not constitute an official list. The students whose names are
listed herein were considered candidates for the degree indicated when the program was
printed, except where a prior date of graduation (August 31 or December 31, 1989) is given.
RATCLIFFE HICKS SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
TWO-YEAR CERTIFICATES















Graduates, December 31, 1989
JANE HALL 	 MARTIN JAMES MINOGUE 	 ELIZABETH DEHM WICKLUND
MICHAEL KRAUSE 	 KAREN L. STACKPOLE
Nine
THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Honors Scholars
KATHLEEN MEAGAN O'DAY, in Renewable Natural Resources
MARTHA SUSAN RUSSELL, in Pathobiology
University Scholar



























JAMES GARLAND HEISLER III
LISA MARIE HOLLEY





























JOSEPH JOHN REARDON III
REBECCA FAYE RICH
WILLIAM MICHAEL ROSS
























































THE SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Honors Scholars
LEON ROBERT ANDERSON III, in Physical Therapy
DAVID J. DEGUMBIA, in Physical Therapy
MARIA JOANN PROTA, in Dietetics
LORI MARIE SCHAEFER, in Physical Therapy
CARRIE GAYE SILVER, in Physical Therapy
JOAN LEVINE WIKHOLM, in Physical Therapy
RENEE MARIE ZINGO, in Physical Therapy
































































































































Graduates, December 31, 1989
DANIELLE ANN BERARD
ALICIA ANNE BLAKE















THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Honors Scholars
RICHARD J. DUCCI, in Finance
JEFFREY FRANCIS FASKI, in Finance
PATRICIA LYNN HOGAN, in Finance
BARRY SCOT HUREWITZ, in Finance
EDWARD NATU PATEL, in Finance
LAURIE ANN SPODNICK, in Finance
ROBERT JAMES VESCOVI, JR., in Health Systems
Management
University Scholar




















































































LOUISE I. DE JOUNCE

























































































































































































































































KATHRYN HALE BROWN SATTLER
ROBERT HILLIARD SAUNDERS III














































































ROBERT JAMES VESCOVI, JR.



































































NATALIO JUAN ZUFFI, JR.


























































































ANGELO MICHAEL PATACCA, JR.


























CHRISTOPHER BLAIR VAN DOREN
MICHELLE MARIE VANASSE
MYTHILI VENKATAKRISHNAN
JAMES RICHARD VOSSLER, JR.
JAMES WILSON WATSON III
DENISE ANTOINETTE WEAVER
WADE WILLIAM WEBSTER
KENNETH THOMAS YOUNG, JR.
EUGENE ROBERT ZEITLER
Sixteen
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Graduates of the School of Education are required to have majors in their teaching fields.
Therefore, many have dual commitments in the University and have majors in the various
Schools and Colleges.
With Distinction
JILL PELRIN, in Elementary Education
Honors Scholars
KEITH PHILLIP BECcONSALL, in Social Sciences
DEBRA LYNN DECHAINE, in Elementary Education
HEIDI ANN DICKSON, in Special Education
CHRISTINE LOUISE HOYLE, in Special Education
LAURI-ANNE PAGE, in English Education







Graduate, August 31, 1989
ALEXANDER RICE ROUSSEAU
Graduates, December 31, 1989






























































































ANDREW JOHN NICHOLAS II








VITA MARIE PIN ELLI
VICTORIA MARIE PIPER




















































ANDREW LEE SCOTT III
MAURA LYNN SHEA







LAURA SUSAN THERESA GINNETTI

























THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
Honors Scholars
MICHELLE RENAE BREILAND, in Electrical and
	




CHRISTOPHER SCOTT CZERWINSKI, in Electrical
	





ANTHONY SEBASTIAN BAUCO, in Electrical and
Systems Engineering
CHRISTOPHER SCOTT CZERWINSKI, in Electrical
and Systems Engineering
MICHAEL STEVEN KOENIG, in Mechanical
Engineering
MARYBETH LONG, in Civil Engineering
GREGORY TARO MILLER, in Mechanical
Engineering/Electrical and Systems Engineering
YAU HING A. NG, in Electrical and Systems
Engineering





























































































TORRY RICHARD GUARDINO, JR.




































































































































































FREDERICK GEORGE PARRIS, JR.









GEORGE GALVIN TOUPONSE III
CHERYL ANN TYNAN
MICHAEL MARIO VENA, JR.
NANCY S. WHITE
STEPHEN ROBERT WILSON
Graduates, December 31, 1989
PETER ISTVAN BAKO











THOMAS BLANCHARD DOWNING, JR.

























MICHAEL GERARD LUSSIER, JR.




























THE SCHOOL OF FAMILY STUDIES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Honors Scholar
























































































































































































































THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
University Scholar





















































































































ROBERT CHARLES URSO, JR.
Twenty-Four































Graduate, December 31, 1989
REBECCA ANN ALLINSON
Twenty-Five




TIMOTHY DEAN BARTO, in Political Science
ERIC JOHN STOCKMAN, in Political Science
DAWN NOEL TURNER, in Philosophy
Honors Scholars
MICHAEL JASON ALPERT, in Economics
AUGI ANAGNOSTOS, in Economics
SUSAN E. BAKER, in English
SIMON J. BARKER, in English
STEVEN GILBERT BEATTY, in English
SUSAN BARBARA BIRMINGHAM, in Biological Sciences
ALBERT JOSEPH BISSMEYER IV, in English
DAVID CLIFFORD BOISVERT, in Molecular and Cell
Biology
CHRISTELI ELIZABETH BRUNNER, in Psychology
MARCI-LYN CAREW, in Communication Sciences
CHERYL ANN CISERO, in Psychology
JONATHAN MARC DABORA, in Biological Sciences
RUSSELL JOSEPH DALLAI, JR., in English
LISA ANNE DENBLEYKER, in English
SAMANTHA EMILY ENGEL, in Mathematics/Actuarial
Science
DEBORAH ELLEN GREBEL, in Psychology
MICHAEL ROBERT GRYK, in Biophysics
STEVEN WILLIAM GUGLIELMI, in English
NATHANIEL LAVERN HARDT, in Spanish
JOSHUA ETHAN HUGO, in History
ELIZABETH ANN JOHANNSEN, in English
PATRICIA MARY KONARSKI, in English
VERONICA KORN, in Political Science
KYLE RICHARD KROM, in Chemistry
NANCY ANN MANTHAY, in Physiology and
Neurobiology
ANITA B. MATTHEWS, in Political Science
LISA RUTH MATTHEWS, in Biological Sciences
KAREN VICKIE MAY, in Psychology
JEFFREY RICHARD NEIDLE, in English
MATTHEW JUDE O'CONNELL, in English
INA MANU PATEL, in Economics
ELIZABETH ANN RANKIN, in Political Science
JOHN SCOTT ROMAN, in Chemistry
MICHAEL JOHN ROSADINO, in Psychology
MELISSA ANN SANTANGELO, in Economics
JACQUELINE ROSEMARIE SATCHELL, in Chemistry
RICHARD CONSTANZ SCHUBERT, in Philosophy
RITA B. SRUGIS, in Chemistry
MICHELE ELIZABETH TAYLOR, in Psychology
VU TINH, in Biological Sciences
RAGHUVEERENDER P. UPENDER, in Biological Sciences
ROBERT RENE WAGNER, in Biological Sciences
CAROLYN CAREY WHITE, in Political Science
University Scholars
CHERYL ANN CISERO, in Psychology 	 MARYBETH LONG, in English
MICHAEL ROBERT GRYK, in Biophysics
	
RAGHUVEERENDER P. UPENDER, in Biological Sciences
HELENE HOLM-PEDERSEN, in Political Science 	 RONALD ROGER VANNESS, in English




























GEORGE LEO ASSARD II



































































































THOMAS EDWARD BURKE, JR.

















































































































































































































































SALVATORE ANTHONY GENNA, JR.
KONSTANTINOS A. GEORGAKOPOULOS






















JAMES CLARK GOSLEE II
AMY BETH GRADY












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SLEDGE HAMILTON SMITH III






























































































































































































































































































































































































NORMA P. HUTCHINSON CARPENTER
LISA MARIE CARPINI
MICHAEL JOSEPH CARRIER

























































RICHARD WILLIAM FRONAPFEL, JR.
REGINA LYNN GADERICK





































































































































































































MORAY JULIAN HUGH WELCH
ELIZABETH MANK WHITE



















































ROBERT JOSEPH DURGY, JR.
RAJAT DUTTA
DAVID ROBERT ENGLERT






























WILLIAM ERNEST LANDON II


























































































































































































































ERNESTO CALLEGARI SCOTT RICHARD VEZINA
THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY





























































MICHAEL STANLEY YANCOSKIE, JR.
ANNETTE MARIE YOUROUS
WILLIAM STEVEN ZAGOREOS II
HENRYK ZALEWSKI
KIMBERLY ANN ZIPADELLI
Graduate, August 31, 1989
STEPHEN JOHN DIMARIA






























DIVISION OF EXTENDED AND CONTINUING EDUCATION















































































































ARTHUR PEARLEY PAULETTE, JR.
BARBARA ANN PAWLOW
































































Graduates, August 31, 1989
LUCIA BAOTIC
DIANE JEANNINE BOUCHER


































































































RUTHANNE GOULD ALLEN, in Education
JESSE A. APARICIO, in Education
JAMES C. AQUILINA, in Psychology: Child and
Developmental
EILEEN MARIE ARSENAULT, in Education
MICHELLE BALDWIN, in Education
MING-HUI BAO, in Economics
FRANKLIN A. BARRETT, in Economics
COREY ALAN BARRETTE, in Communication
Science. Communication
LESLIE JEANNE BATTIS, in English
THOMAS ROBERT BEARDSLEY, in History
KATHRYN KAVANAUGH BEIT, in Education
DELIA I. BELLO, in Education
NANCY KATHERINE BENDER, in Economics
FAITH A. BENTON, in Psychology: Clinical
MICHAEL F. BERGERON, in Education
RICHARD MICHAEL BOURDEAU, in Political Science:
Survey Research
ROBERT J. BowEs, in History
STEPHEN JEFFREY BREWER, in Human
Development and Family Relations
BETHANY BOWEN BROCKMEYER, in Education
CHRISTOPHER GEORGE BRUZIOS, in Political Science
STEPHEN JAMES BUBLOSKI, in Medieval Studies
GREGORY ALBERT BURTON, in Psychology:
General Experimental
REGINA MARIE CALLAHAN, in Education
ZENAIDA MIRIAM CAMACHO, in Education
ROSEMARY ELIZABETH CAMPANELLI, in
Communication Science: Speech Pathology and
Audiology
ELISABETH CANNATA, in Psychology: Clinical
ROBIN NORBERT CASTEEL in International Studies:
Soviet and East European
MARK SHAW CHANDLER in Economics
ROBERT STEVEN CLESS in Anthropology
CYNTHIA JEAN COWAN, in Communication
Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
ELIZABETH SQUIRES CRAIN, in Education
MARY ELLEN CURRAN, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
ALICE CZYZ, in Education
MARIA VINCENTA DYNIA D'AMBROSIO, in Political
Science: Survey Research
MARK MORGAN DAVIS, in Music: Historical
Musicology
PETER C. DAWSON, in Economics
JEANETTE BOUDREAU DAY, in Education
DENISE M. DEMELLO, in Education
SANDRA DENTON, in Education
CAROLYN DIAS, in Education
ZOILA L. DIAZ, in Education
DANIEL AUSTIN DOWE, in English
KAREN LYNN DUNCAN, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
CHARLES GORDON EWERS, in English
LAURA FALLON, in Education
CATHERINE ANNA FELLS, in Communication
Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
SHERYLEE STEWART FETTERMAN, in Education
STEPHEN MAN FITHIAN, in Education
CHRISTINE EILEEN FRANCIS, in English
MARIO RAFAEL GAZTAMBIDE, in Education
DAVID WAYNE GINAND, in Economics
WALTER C. GLASS II, in Education
BRUCE EDWARD GOLDSTEIN, in Economics
LAURIE ANN H. GORDON, in Communication
Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
JOHN FREDRICK GRABER, in Education
MARY ELLEN GRAF, in Education
JANET E. GROSSMAN, in Education
NOUREEN HAMM, in Economics
SUSAN MARIE HAMELINE, in Human Development
and Family Relations
LYDIA ISABEL HAMILTON, in English
RAYMOND PHILLIPS HAPPY, in History
RAYMOND PHILLIPS HAPPY, in Political Science
WILLIAM E. HARE II, in History
NANCY M. HARRAY, in English
IRENE CARLIN HASKEW, in Human Development
and Family Relations
DAVID FRANCIS HAYES, in International Studies:
Latin American
PIPER LINKKILA HEMPHILL, in Education
ROSARIO HERNANDEZ, in Education
MICHAEL B. HILL, in Education
TRACY ANN HOFFMAN, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
GEORGE JOSEPH HUMMEL, in History
SIMEON GERSHON HYMAN, in Economics
PAMELA JEAN JANSSEN, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
ANJOULI ELIZABETH JANZON, in Spanish
JANICE LYNN JOHNSON, in Psychology: Child and
Developmental
ELIZABETH ANNE JONES, in Communication
Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
JOHN FREDERICK KAUFMAN, in English
CATHERINE J. KEARNEY, in Education
DERMA JEAN KIEFER, in Education
PATRICIA A. KING, in Education
JANET MARION KISS, in Education
INA RUTH KUTZ-SARIN, in Education
CYNTHIA NORTHWAY LADD, in English
DENNIS LAZOR, In English
AGNES MICHELE LENEC'H, in Comparative
Literature
CHRISTINE JOHNSTON LESSIG, in Education
DENIS BLAIR LONGHURST, in Sociology
BINGFU Lu, in Linguistics
JOSEPH PATRICK MACKINNON, in History
ALFONSE MICHAEL MAIORINO, in Political Science:
American Studies
REBECCA Z. MARKUNAS, in Education
MICHAEL MANOCCHIA, in Sociology
CARMEN ANA MARQUEZ, in Education
LISA CLAIRE MARTUcCI, in Philosophy
MARIA BEATRIZ MAYA, in Political Science:
Survey Research
MARY MAllA, in Communication Science:
Communication
M. THERESA MCCARTHY, in English
LUCIA ESTELA MEJIA, in Spanish
JOHN R. MERTO, in English
MARCO MONTINI, in Economics
JEFFREY SCOTT MULLINS, in History
MARK DAVID MURPHY, in History
Forty-One
RENEE DEBRA NEWMAN, in Communication
Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
PEIMIN NI, in Philosophy
ANNETTE RUVIELLA NORD, in Education
JAMES JOSEPH NORTON, JR., in Communication
Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
ANITA CHRISTINE O'NEIL, in Medieval Studies
MARK P. ORBE, in Education
VILMA ORTEGA-ALTAMIRANO, in Education
NANETTE LOUISE PAGE, in Sociology
CYNTHIA ELLEN PALMER, in Education
FRANK PAUL PARADY, in History
KRISTEN ANN PAUL, in Education
LOURDES PIEVE, in Education
JANINE PEARLMAN, in Human Development and
Family Relations
ALBERT PIELA III, in English
KATHERINE BLANKENSHIP POIRIER, in Education
STEPHEN EUGENE QUEEN, in Psychology: Industrial
and Organizational
EDWARD J. QUINNON, in Human Development and
Family Relations
WILLA ROSE RADDING, in Education
MARIA L. RAMIREZ, in Education
ANNE MARIE RAUBESON, in Human Development
and Family Relations
EDWINA CAROL RECHLIN, in Education
EDWINA CLARE REID, in International Studies:
Soviet and East European
LAURA M. RENFRO, in Human Development and
Family Relations
NEIL M. RICHMAN, in Anthropology
JOSEFINA RIVERA, in Education
ARLENE D. RYAN, in Education
CYNTHIA JANE RYAN, in Education
MARY ANN THERESE SAGNELLA, in Italian
SUSAN J. SANDBERG, in Education
HOPE ELLEN SCHREER, in Human Development
and Family Relations
BARBARA EDITH SCOTT, in International Studies:
Latin American
DAVID KGOSIETSILE SELALEDI, in Education
JOHN KURT SETTEN, in Geography
DIANE JOHNSON SHAW, in Education
AMY LOUISE SMITH, in Education
GREGORY JOSEPH SPADAVECCHIA, in
Communication Science
MICHELE PETRA SPosITo, in German
CAROL KATHERINE STANCZYK, in Communication
Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
GAEL A. STAPLETON, in Education
CATHERINE ELLEN STERN, in Spanish
ELLEN STRATTON, in Education
BETSY CYNTHIA STUBBS, in Education
CHRISTINE HOLLY THOMA, in Communication
Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
PATRICIA JANE THORNEY, in Education
NANCY GONNELLO TOOMEY, in Education
RAM RAJ UPADHYAY, in Economics
MOIRA HOLIHAN VEIGA, in Education
VICTORIA E. VIDAL, in Education
AILEEN MARIE DEFINA VROOMAN, in Education
QI WANG, in Linguistics
CAROL BECKWITH WARNER, in Education
CHERYL ANN WESEMAN, in Education
JOHN B. WHEELER, in English
BARTJAN J. WILLENBORG, in Communication
Science: Communication
CLARISSA BRIGHT WOELFEL, in History
CHARLES JOHNNIE KENDAL WORTMAN, in
Communication Science
YI Xu, in Linguistics
MARILYN YAKIMOVICH, in Education
DARA ELLEN YOVINO, in Education
ELIZABETH BRITTON ZAKOWICZ, in Education
REBECA B. ZALDIVAR, in Education
ANN B. BENSCHE ZITKUS, in Education
DEBRA ZULTOWSKY, in Psychology: Clinical
Graduates,
CORRINE FRANCES ALONSO, in Education
TIMOTHY THOMAS ALSTRUM, in International
Studies: Latin American
JAMES SCOTT ANDERSEN, in English
RONALD ANTHONY ANDREWS, in Education
MARIA FERNANDA ARIAS, in Political Science:
Survey Research
MILDRED AYALA, in Education
HEATHER A. BACON, in Education
HELLEN ELIZABETH BARKER, in Education
STEVEN R. BAYNE, in Philosophy
MICHELE ANN BEARD, in Education
NANCY BETKOSKI, in Education
MIRIAM ADRIANA BIURCI, in History
PETER BODO, in Economics
MICHELLE FISHER BRAND, in German
CHERYL LYNNE BRIGGS, in Anthropology
JEANNE LAMBERT BRIGHT, in Education
LYLE CHRISTOPHER BUCK, in Education
PAIGE ANN CALHOUN, in Education
MICHAEL JOHN CAPPIELLO, in Education
MARY PATRICIA CARROLL, in Education
KAREN HEATHER CARTIER, in Education
BARBARA ELLEN CASSIN, in Education
CHERYL BARSZCZ CHAPUT, in Education
CONSTANCE ANN CLABBY, in Education
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CLIFFORD WILLIAM COLBY, in English
JAMES MICHAEL CONWAY, in Psychology:
Industrial and Organizational
JOHN WELSTED DAY, in Education
TERESA ASSANTE DE HEREDIA, in Education
MARY ELIZABETH DEVLIN, in Education
SUSAN MARIE DICKERSON, in Education
DIANE ELIZABETH DIEHLE, in Education
SUSAN DUNKAVICH, in English
RICHARD DUNCAN ELY III, in Economics
RUSSELL A. EWEN, JR., in Education
AMBER FARNEY, in Education
MARIANNA FELLS, in Education
DEBORAH LYNN Foss, in Education
ANNA MARIA FOSTER, in Education
MARIA A. GHIRLANDA, in Education
EDWARD MICHAEL GOLDBERG, in Education
CHRISTINE KAREN HALE, in Education
MAMI HARITA, in Human Development and
Family Relations
JAMES KEVIN HARNOIS, in Education
SANDRA LEE HASTINGS, in Education
BETTY N. HOFFMAN, in Anthropology
WENDELYN ROSE Hopkins, in Education
ELIZABETH I. HOWLAND, in Education
DAN HUANG, in Geography
Forty-Two
DAVID KENNETH JOHNSON, in Education
THERESA WHITHAM JORDAN, in Education
LISA JANE KERKIN-BUNDY, in Education
CORY LISABETH KERN, in Education
JUDY K. KISTLER, in Education
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL LEWIS, in Economics
KAREN LIBBY-NOISET, in Education
NEREIDA LLONCH, in Education
YINxIA LONG, in Linguistics
DEBORAH MACLACHLAN, in Education
SHARON JOY MACLEOD, in Education
SHELLEY ANN MCELROY, in Education
JANIS MARIE MCKENZIE, in Education
GERALD WALTER MCROBERTS, in Psychology:
Child and Developmental
EDELMIRA MEDINA, in Education
TRACY ANN NASHEL, in English
CHRISTINE E. NIMLO, in Education
SAMUEL SCOTT NORTHROP, in Education
MARCIA CAVALLARI NUNES, in Political Science:
Survey Research
EUNICE OCASIO, in Education
STUART NELs OMDAL, in Education
WENDY JEAN PERKINS, in Education
JONATHAN ALBERT PERRY, in Education
PETER PETE, in Economics
GREGORY R. PICKER, in History
SERAFIN ERNESTO QUISPE, in Education
DEVON LEE RICHARDS, in Education
SHARON LEE ROWLAND, in Education
CYNTHIA MOTE SAUNDERS, in Education
CHARLES MARTIN SAVITT, in Education
LAURA BETH SEGAL, in Education
DONA JULIA SERWINSKI, in Education
RANDI FERN SITNER, in Education
LISA MARIE STACY, in Education
SONIA SURI, in Anthropology
JUDITH D. SWEENEY, in Education
LYNN D. TALIT, in Sociology
NANCY TRAWICK-SPEAKS, in Education
DONALD VANDEGRIFT, Economics
PATRICIA ANNE WILLIAMS, in Education
ELAINE RUTH WILMES-PANDOLFO, in EduCatiOn
DEBRA LARSON WYREBEK, in Education
DEBRAH LYNN YOUNG, in Communication Science:
Communication
TAMMY Lou ZURKOWSKI, in Education
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EMILY R. ADAMS, in Education
VICTORIA PICKETT ADAMS, in English
CARLOTA R. ARCE, in Spanish
JESSICA ANN ASSARD, in Human Development and
Family Relations
BRUCE D. BAKER, in Education
EVELYN LOUISE BECKER-LAUSEN, in Psychology:
Clinical
JOHN EDWARD BOBKO, in International Studies:
Latin American
RENÉE MARIE BOLIEAU, in Education
JOYCE RODMAN BREEN, in Education
EVELYN SANDER BRESSANUTTI, in Psychology: Child
and Developmental
JAYNE F. CAPUCIATI, in Education
JOHN VINCENT CARON, in Sociology
JOHN FREDRICK COLEMAN, in Education
DANA COOK, in Education
JUSTIN COOMBS, in Economics
DEANNA B. DAVID, in Education
JOHN JOSEPH DINAN, in English
THERESA MARY DIO, in Education
EDWARD MICHAEL DORGAN, in Education
JOANE FAY EBY, in Education
JUDY ELMER, in History
JAMES CARL ESCHEN-PIPES, in History
DONNA ROSE FAGAN, in Education
ANN MARIE C. GENTILI, in Communication
Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
BRIAN R. GERMANO, in International Studies:
Soviet and East European
RUTH GONZALEZ-O'MEARA, in Spanish
LINDA GOTTLIEB, in Education
SUE TOBIN GREGG, in Education
IVONNE HADDOCK, in Education
JAMES DOUGLAS HALL, in Economics
DEBRA ROCHFORD HARDICK, in Education
KATHLEEN AMANN HORSKY, in Education
BETSY JILL IMIG, in Education
KIMBERLY SUE JACKSON, in English
MILDRED JIMENEZ-GONZALEZ, in Education
JOHN P. JONES, in Education
LOIS H. JONES, in Education
PETER C. KESSEN in History
CHERYL CHRISTINE LABAGH, in Education
ANTONIO LASALLE, in Education
CARMINA E LEBRON-RIVERA, in Education
JORGE L. LOPEZ, in Education
SANDRA N. MANISCALSO, in Education
DANIELLE LISA MARTIN, in History
LILLIAN E. MARTINEZ, in Education
ERIN BLAKE MCLEOD, in Education
MAUREEN R. MCWAY, in Education
HEIDI LEE MILNER, in Education
MARGARET ANN MURRAY, in Anthropology
JOST MUXFELDT, in Philosophy
RITA KATHERINE NOONAN, in Sociology
MELISSA ANN POTAMIANOS, in Education
KIM ELINOR RADDA, in Anthropology
ROSA M. RODRIGUEZ, in Education
IRIS M. ROJAS, in Education
KATHRYN GRAHAM ROSS, in Education
DIANE KOCHANEK SCOTT, in Education
SARA LYNN SHANNON-TARCA, in Education
EDWARD JOHN SHERBAHN, in English
SANDYE GAIL SIMON, in Education
KAREN LOUISE SORENSEN, in Education
STEPHEN CHARLES STRAIGHT, in English
JAMES FRANCIS SULLIVAN, in Psychology:
General Experimental
CONSTANCE J. TONI, in Education
MICHELE VANCOUR-DAYTON, in Education
KAREN LOVAAS WATERFIELD, in Education
VICTORIA WESSMAN, in English
DEBORAH SMITH WOODHULL, in Education
THEODORE WOODWARD, in Education
LAURA ANNE WYLAND, in Education
HENRY THOMAS YAGLOWSKI, in History
MICHAEL NORMAN YOUNG, in ECOnOmiCS
HONG XIAo, in Sociology
MARYBETH ZEIGLER, in Education
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MAHESH D. AMIN (Management)
PANOP ANSUSINHA (Finance)
MARJORIE AUBIN (Health Care Management)
MICHAEL JOHN BARILLARI (Finance)
PATRICE EBERHARD BEGUE (Marketing)
CHRISTOPHER R. BERNARD (General)
MARC PIERRE MARIE BERTRAND (Finance)
JOSEPH THOMAS BITTNER, JR. (Accounting)
JOHN ANTHONY BOSCO (Finance)
SANDRINE MATHILDE BOUCHER (Marketing)
LISA JILL BOUCHER-PARNIA (Finance)
ELIZABETH C. BROWER (Accounting)
ELAINE MARIA BROWN (Management Science)
FRANCIS JOSEPH BROWNE (General)
ARTHUR MICHAEL BURGHOUWT (Marketing)
JAMIE ALEXANDER BURSTELL (Finance)
KIMBERLEY LAWRENCE BYRD (Finance)





PAULA ANN CHIERUZZI (Finance)
GEOFFREY GLENN CONSTANTINE (Finance)
SPENCER GREGORY CONWAY (Finance)
COLLEEN V CUMMINGS (Finance)
DEAN ERIC DAVISON (Marketing)
ANNE NICOLE DELMAS (General)
ODYESSEUS DEAN DEMETRIADES (Finance)
PATRICIA JEAN DENHAM (General)
PIO NEPOMUCENO DINO (Finance)
PAUL ANTHONY DIPRATO (General)
MICHAEL ANTHONY DONOFRIO (Finance)
GREGORY STUART DORRELL (Accounting)
KEVIN LEE DOWNER (Finance)
STEPHEN MARK DRUKKER (Marketing)
CAROLYN GRACE DUNCAN (Marketing)
STEVEN B EHRENPREIS (Management)
JOSEPHINE CHIAINI FALKNER (Finance)
JOHN RAYMOND FINN, JR. (Marketing)
LAURA ANN FIORELLA (Finance)
TRACY BENJAMIN FLANNERY (Finance)
DAVID GEER FLETCHER (Marketing)
BONNIE SUE GRAHAM (Marketing)
ZOE A. GROSSER (Marketing)
EMILY MORRISON HALEY (Marketing)
TIMOTHY MICHAEL HEANEY (Finance)
HARRY PETER HEIKOFF (Finance)
FLORENCE LEE ANN HENNIG (Accounting)
SETH ADAM HOLLANDER (Marketing)
SUZANNE KRISTEN HOLWAY (Health Care
Management)
CHIA-HSING HUANG (Management Science)
MARJANEH NASSIRPOUR HUGHES (Finance)
TODD BINGHAM HUMPHREY (Marketing)
DANIEL HURTADO (Finance)
INGFEN H. HWANG (Finance)
MICHAEL H. IRONS (Human Resources)
ERIC JON JACOBI (Finance)
ALICE E. JOHANSSON (General)
SHARON E. KALLA (Health Care Management)
JOSEPH W. KAPUSTYNSKI, JR. (Accounting)
DOREEN ELLYN KASSAY (Finance)
STEVEN FRANKLIN KILBY (Health Care
Management)
ANTHONY R. KINSLEY (Finance)
DAVID JOSEPH KIRK (Health Care Management)
HUGH THOMAS KLEI (Accounting)
GREGORY A. KRAFT (International Business)
PETER LAI (Accounting)
STEVEN MILLER LANDOWNE (Finance)
THUC THE LE (Finance)
MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER LENNHOFF (Finance)
MICHAEL GREGORY LEWIS (General)
ROBERT EDWARD LIGHT (Marketing)
CHANG-CHAO LUNG (Finance)
ROBERT JOHN LYNCH (Marketing)
KOSMAS MAKRYGEORGOS (Finance)
GAIL E. MASCIANTONIO (Finance)
MELISSA ANN MATTEo (Real Estate)
DAVID GERALD MCGINNIS (Health Care
Management)
THOMAS JOHN MCLAUGHLIN (General)
DONALD EDWARD MCLOUGHLIN (Real Estate)
CAROLINE FISK MINOR (Finance)
JAMES L. MORIARTY (Management)
CECELIA JEAN MUELLER (Real Estate)
HIDENOBU NAKAGAWA (General)
DARRIN JOHN NEWBURY (Accounting)
JOHN PATRICK O'BRIEN (Finance)
MARY ELLEN OLSON (Finance)
SUSAN ANDERSON PAVLAKIS (Human Resources)
LEIGH A. PELLETIER (Finance)
LISA STEPHENSON PENDERGRASS (Accounting)
TERRI ANN PETERSON (International Business)
NANCY HORN PITTS (General)
RITA F. BRUCE PRATER (General)
JOHN THOMAS RAGNONI (Marketing)
JOSEPH DAVID RANDO (General)
PETER ARTHUR RAYMO (International Business)
JENNIFER LYNNE REED (Finance)
SHERRY LYNN REILLY (Human Resources)
JEFFREY TODD RENZ (Accounting)
JORGE ALBERTO RODRIGUEZ TOSSAS (Finance)
HELENE ROYER (Finance)
HANNS PETER SAILER (General)
JOSEPH MICHAEL SARGIS (General)
KENNETH JOSEPH SATRYB (General)
JOHN REYMANN SAUNDERS (Finance)
ELIZABETH GRACE SCHLEGEL (Marketing)
WILLIAM JOHN SCHUSTEK (Accounting)
ARNAUD THIERRY SCHVARTZ (Finance)
DANIEL PAUL SENECAL (Finance)
JAMES PATRICK SERINO (Finance)
WILLIAM EDWARD SHANNON (General)
EVAN YUVAL SHWEKY (Finance)
SUSAN C. SIKORA (Finance)
DEBRA JEAN SIMARD (Health Care Management)
DAVID DENNIS SMITH (Finance)
ERIC ALLEN SPUNGEN (General)
PETER T. STEER (General)
NANCY SHANKLIN STEVENS (Finance)
PANJAI SUKWATANA (Marketing)
RICHARD HENRI TARDIF, JR. (Marketing)
THERESA LYNN TOLMOFF (Finance)
CHRISTOPHER TAFT TOWNSEND (General)
GEORGE RHODES TOWNSEND, JR. (Management)
RICHARD ERIC VAN STEENBERGEN (General)
CAROLYN C. VEILLETTE (Marketing)
DAVID D. WEBBE (Human Resources)
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CHRIS STEVEN WESTFAHL (Real Estate)
DAVID M. WILLETT (Health Care Management)
ANNE S. WILSON (General)
BETH LOUISE WINGREN (General)
EDWARD L. YOUNG (Management)
KURT ZUCKERBRAUN (Marke ting)
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DAVID L. ALBRYCHT (Finance)
BARBARA BERNARDI ALTON (Management)
JEFFREY D. BALOGH (Accounting)
BRUCE WILLIAM BENEDICt (Marke ting)
SANDRA JEAN BOYER (International Business)
MARY ANN BOYLE (Marketing)
SCOTT BURNETT BROWN (Marketing)
CHRISTOPHER LEE BRUGO (Finance)
GUILLAUME CAMBOULIVE (Marke ting)
THOMAS ARTHUR CARSTENSEN
(International Business)
TIMOTHY GEORGE COCCHI (Finance)
ALISON MARGARET CODY (Finance)
MARTHA I. COLEMAN (Marketing)
DONNA ANN CRISTO (Management)
KIM SHAREEN DAVIS (Finance)
MARY CANDIDA DEMARCHI (Management)
THOMAS STEPHEN FERENTINI (Marke ting)
JOANNE MARIE FITZGERALD (Finance)
LAURA MARIE GAMBINO (Marke ting)
BERNARD GLINSKI, JR. (Finance)
GERARD ANTHONY HAMMA (Finance)
CHING-SHIH CATHY HAN (Finance)
KATHRYN BUCHER HANLON (Managememt)
CAROLYN A. HART (Marketing)
SUSAN ELLEN HROZIENCIK (Management Science)
WILLIAM EUGENE HUYcK (International Business)
RONALD LAWRENCE KATZ (Real Estate)
BARBARA JACKSON KEHOE (Human Resources)
ANDREE ROSS KIELY (Finance)
STEPHEN ROBERT KNAPP (Accounting)
THOMAS MARTIN KOBAK (Marketing)
GERALD LEONARD LATTAL, JR. (Finance)
CHRISTINE L. LEMOAL (Marketing)
ROBERT JAMES LOGEMANN (Management)
WILLIAM MICHAEL LOMBARDI, JR. (Marketing)
JACQUELINE MARY LORCH (Marketing)
MAEVE L. MAHON (International Business)
ERICH PHILIP MARZOLF (Finance)
JOSE F. MEDEIROS (Finance)
STEPHANE PAUL MOLLARD (Marketing)
PATRICIA LINN MULDOON (Management)
KATHLEEN ANN MULLIN (Marketing)
CYNTHIA SCHULTZE NEWELL (Finance)
WILLIAM FRANCIS PETRUFF (Marketing)
LINDA CAPELLO PILCH (Finance)
ROBERT P. RAGUSA (Finance)
LORI MILLS RAPUANO (Finance)
LISE MARIE ROBERT (Management Science)
EDWARD SCOTT ROSENTHAL (General)
VICKI ANN RYDELL (Marketing)
PAUL DAVID SAPIRO (Marke ting)
ROSEMARY T. SMITH (Finance)
RICHARD SCOTT SNYDER (Finance)
MARIALTA Z. SPARAGNA (Accounting)
JOHN H. STAHL, JR. (Finance)
LYNNE GEMELIN STEVENS (Human Resources)
CAROLYN M. STRAVINSKAS (Finance)
LAURIE BROWN STROUT (Management Science)
KEVIN CHARLES D. SULLIVAN (Management)
ROBERT PAUL SUSSINA (Finance)
CHRISTINE M. THOMAS-MELLY (Management)
ANN M. TREGLIA (Management)
LEONARD JOSEPH VALENTINO (Finance)
CRAIG ALAN VON OHLSEN (Marketing)
RICHARD JOSEPH WAITT (Marketing)
ROBERT D. WILSON, JR. (Finance)
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CHRISTOPHER S. ALLEN (Marke ting)
CLAUDIA S. ANASTASIO (International Business)
GARY R BERGERON (Finance)
PAMELA SOUTHWORTH BERRY (International
Business)
PANIK BHANUPRABHA (Marketing)
CELENE AMANN BIELEFELD (Finance)
KENNETH LAWRENCE BLOOM (Finance)
MARGARET A. BOUCHER (Finance)
PAMELA A. CARLO (Management Science)
ANTHONY C. CASSAVECHIA (Marke ting)
DAVID LUNGPAO CHANG (International Business)
ANDREW ROBERT CHMURA ( International Business)
ANTHONY J. CIOFANI, JR. (Accounting)
KATHERINE WALTON CIZYNSKI (Marketing)
JOSEPH P. CONNELLY (Real Estate)
DIANE M. CONNER (Management)
RONALD G. COREY (Health Care Management)
ROSEMARY COX-COLLINS (Finance)
MARGARET ANNE CROSSMAN (Marketing)
CATHERINE ELIZABETH DAHL (Marketing)
THOMAS H. DAVIS (Marketing)
DEAN A. DELUCIA (Finance)
KEITH V. DIANGELIS (Management Science)
MICHAEL ANTHONY DICHIARO
(International Business)
TIMOTHY SCUDDER EDWARDS (Marketing)
JAMES JACKSON EMANUEL (Marketing)
JOSEPH P. FARRELL (Marketing)
ANNE MARIE FARRELLY (Management)
KATHLEEN FELLETTER (Finance)
DENISE ELIZABETH FIORI (Marketing)
ANN M. FLANNERY (Finance)
DAVID LOFTIN FLOWERS (International Business)
JULIE IRENE FOSTER (General)
ROBERT ALFRED FOSTER (Marketing)
ILEAN MARIE FREUND (Accounting)
NANCY THOMAS GLASS (Marketing)
JOHN WILLIAM HAGER (Accounting)
SUSAN VIVIAN HAGER (Marketing)
DOUGLAS GOODWIN HEATON (Marketing)
BETSY MARY HICKS (Health Care Management)
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MARIELLYN F. HILL (Health Care Management)
LYNNE ALEXANDER JACKSON (Health Care
Management)
RICHARD GEORGE JAEKLE (Marketing)
ROBERT M. JOHNS (Marketing)
ARLENE GRACE KAFLOWITZ (General)
EILEEN ANNE KELLY (Accounting)
JEFFREY PATRICK LA DESTRO (Real Estate)
MARY AGNES MACHNICKI (Management)
SUSAN MARIE MAGDA (Finance)
JOANNE ROSE MALITSKY (Human Resources)
ROBERT BRUCE MANSFIELD (Finance)
NANCY JEAN MERRILL (Marketing)
DOUGLAS H. MEYER (Marketing)
GEORGES EDOUARD MOCYDLARZ (Finance)
MARGARET MARIE OSORA (Finance)
ELLEN WOZNICA PASSERO (Marketing)
STEVEN JOHN PEETERS (Finance)
BRUCE RICHARD PHELPS (Marketing)
SHIRLEY CARON PILETZ (Real Estate)
JAMES EDWARD PYNE (Management Science)
KENNETH CLARENCE REED III (Finance)
THEODORE WILLIAM RUMMEL (Finance)
SONIA ScHoTT (Marketing)
PHILIPPE SEMPERE (General)
THOMAS EKSTRAND SIKORA (Finance)
MARIA-TERESA SMITH (Marketing)
ELLEN D. STOTLER (Finance)
MATT R. TALBOT (Finance)




HARIET GRAFIN VON MOLTKE (Finance)
Lois E. WALKER (Human Resources)
VALERIE RAMSEY WEBSTER (Finance)
AMY MELISSA WHALING (Finance)
PATRICIA MARIE WRENN (Management)
MARY ANN ZAMBORY (Marketing)
AIRTON ZANINI (Marketing)
Forty-Six
MASTER OF DENTAL SCIENCE
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NEY SCHREIBER COSTA, JR.
	 ANIL P. PATEL
RODERICK LAMONT MACNEIL
JEFFREY BRUCE PAYNE
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
ASHLEE MURIEL BASINGER, in Art 	 MARK ALLEN HENRY, in Dramatic Arts: Design
NORMA T. COLANTONI, in Dramatic Arts: Design 	 CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL HURD, in Art
JAMEs EDWARD FULTON, in Dramatic Arts: Design 	 MICHAEL JOSEPH SWEENEY, in Art
MARGARET L. HARRIGAN, in Art
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LISA CODY, in Dramatic Arts: Design 	 JUANITA CLARE ROCKWELL, in Dramatic Arts:
ROBERT WILLIAM HELHOWSKI, in Dramatic 	 Directing
Arts: Acting 	 RICHARD ALAN WALTER, in Dramatic Arts: Acting
DAVID ALLEN LEN, in Dramatic Arts: Design
Graduate, December 31, 1989
LINDA Lots TILL, in Art
MASTER OF MUSIC
JOHN FLOYD CAMPBELL (Composition)
M. JANE CARLBERG (Performance)
JON CHROMIK (Music Education)
MARIE CHROMIK (Music Education)
TAMMI MAE FABYANIC (Music Education)
MARILYN GREESON HOLCOMB (Performance)
CYNTHIA LYNN LARK (Performance)
JOHN EDWARD O'DONNELL (Music Education)
Scorr PAUL RIoux (Music Education)
RODNEY DEAN ROCK (Performance)
SHARON LOUISE SASSE (Performance)
ANTHONY J. SUSI (Music Education)
SUSAN E. Susi (Music Education)
DAVID MICHAEL TADLOCK (Performance)
DAVID ALAN WAKELEY (MUSIC Education)
JOAN ROXANNE WINTERS (Performance)
EDSON WARREN WORDEN (Performance)
Forty-Seven
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NANCY LOUISE ALLEN (Performance)
	
MEE-SOOK LEE (Performance)
SANDRA SMITH BROOKS (Composition)
	
BARBARA ANN ROBBINS (Performance)
JANE ALICE DONOVAN (Composi tion)
	
PETER CLARK WOODARD (Composition)
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RICHARD PAUL STOELZEL (Performance)
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JEFFREY MARKS KNICKERBOCKER
	
CASSANDRA LYNNETTE NORFLEET 	 RAFAEL ENRIQUILLO TEJADA
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
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DAVID JOHN BLACK
	
GERALD OTTO FRISENDAHL JENSEN MARIA TERESA ANNA JOHNSON
CELIA ROSE HAYES
Graduates, December 31, 1989
HOLLY D. HOOD 	 CHARLOTTE DEWITT LAWRENCE
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MASTER OF SCIENCE
KAMSANI ABDUL WAHID, in Chemical Engineering
DOUGLAS ALEXANDER ABRAHAM, in Electrical
Engineering: Control and Communication
Systems
NARASIMHA RAO ADIDAM, in Civil Engineering
JOSEPH MICHAEL ADILETTA, in Mechanical
Engineering
CHRISTOPHER THOMAS AEBLI, in Electrical
Engineering: Electromagnetics and Physical
Electronics
MARYAM F. AHMADI, in Chemistry
JEAN PERALTA ALAMBRA, in Mathematics:
Actuarial Science
ELLORA AMEEN, in Mathematics
DAVID JOSEPH ARTHUR, in Chemical Engineering
R. BALAJI, in Chemical Engineering
NADIA ARSAL BASALY, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
DWAYNE B. BASLER, in Mechanical Engineering:
Design
JANINA MARIE BENOIT, in Oceanography
MILAN BERES, JR., in Geology
MARILYN ASHLEY BOEHM, in Allied Health
KIMBERLY A. BONACUM, in Allied Health
GABRIELLE MARY BRACCIO, in Nursing
ALLISON JEAN BREAULT, in Nursing
LINDA BERSCHE BUCKLEY, in Biotechnology
BRUCE TODD CAMPBELL, in Mathematics: Actuarial
Science
KUOLIANG CHAN, in Civil Engineering:
Transportation and Urban Engineering
YU -CHUAN CHEN in Mathematics: Actuarial
Science
Km Hol CHEUNG, in Computer Science
DAVID Louts CHIAPPETTA, in Plant Science
BRIAN CLARK CHISHOLM, in Mechanical
Engineering
KEVIN PAUL CHISHOLM, in Physics
LI-KUN CHiu, in Polymer Science
JONATHAN ANDREW COBURN, in Mechanical
Engineering
KIMBERLY ANN CONLON, in Chemistry
MICHAEL EDWARD COON, in Biotechnology
GRAHAM A. CURTIS, in Civil Engineering
GARDNER MARK CUSHMAN, in Physics
PATRICIA ANDREA DAVIS, in Polymer Science
PETER OWEN DENNO, in Computer Science
DONNA DEPIETRO, in Allied Health
DEIRDRE E. DESANTIS, in Allied Health
YAOHONG Du, in Pharmaceutical Science:
Medicinal Chemistry
CHRISTOPHER J ECSEDY, in Civil Engineering
HEIDI JEAN CHAPMAN ELLIS, in Computer Science
DAVID BROWNING ENNIS, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
JOANNE LEE FANELLI, in Nutritional Science
YANLING FENG, in Mathematics
RICHARD ANTHONY FOSTER, ln Computer Science
ANN HOFFMAN FRANCZYK, in Nursing
ANDREW WILLIAM FRANKLIN, in Agricultural
Economics
BRIAN JOSEPH GAMACHE, in Metallurgy
MAUREEN CLARE GASPAR, in Nursing
ELIZABETH ALICE GEIGER, in Biotechnology
DEBORAH G. GIBERSON, in Allied Health
FLOY ANNETTE GILCHRIST, in Genetics
MAUREEN GRODEN, in Nursing
NANCY ALICE HAGEN, in Nursing
ANTONIO HARRIS, in Nutritional Science
EDWARD WILLIAM HAZEL, in Civil Engineering
URAIWAN JANVIRIYASOPAK, in Pharmaceutical
Science
ANNE-MARIE JEFFERY, in Physics
SHAG-AI-Ju FRANCES JOU, in Mathematics:
Actuarial Science
MOHAMMED HUSSEIN M.R. KAILANI, in Polymer
Science
YoUN-Soo KANG, in Mathematics
STACIA KEFALOS, in Physics
DONGHYUN KIM, in Materials Science
CHRIS KOUTSOUKOS, in Mathematics: Actuarial
Science
LINDA A LEE, in Allied Health
TAI-BocK LEE, in Mathematics
TAI-MING LEE in Statistics
PETER MICHAEL LEONARDI, in Biochemistry
XIAORONG LI, in Electrical Engineering: Control
and Communication Systems
YONG LI, in Electrical Engineering: Control and
Communication Systems
WEIJuN LING, in Oceanography
QINGYANG LIU, in Physiology
STEPHEN ANDREW Lon, in Physics
LEONA FLOREK LOUT, in Nursing
EDWARD ALVIN LOWE, in Ocean Engineering
EDWARD DOUGLAS LOWE, in Electrical
Engineering: Control and Communication
Systems
CHENGDONG Lu, in Computer Science
LYNNE MARIA MAIOCCO, in Mechanical
Engineering
STEVEN PHILIP MANN, in Genetics
AILEEN THERESA MANNIX, in Agricultural
Economics
HELEN TRACY MELSOPP, in Pharmaceutical
Science: Pharmaceutics
MARIA THERESE MESSIER, in Nursing
KRISTIN MoRICo, in Civil Engineering
DAVID J. MURPHY, in Mechanical Engineering
THOMAS EDWARD MURRAY, in Ecology
JAMES S. NESHEIWAT, in Allied Health
MICHAEL JAY NEWMAN, in Ocean Engineering
GEORGE ALBERT NICHOLS llI, in Electrical
Engineering
CHRISTOPHER PAUL NOWICKI, in Ocean
Engineering
DONALD ROBERT OUIMETTE, in Biological
Engineering
JOSEPH OZIMEK, in Physics
JEFFREY SHYH-CHANG PAI, in Mathematics:
Actuarial Science
GUOLIN PAN, in Mathematics
LEE H PANAS, in Statistics
RONALD JAMES PAPROSKI, in Civil Engineering
STANLEY WALTER PAWLUKIEWICZ, in Electrical
Engineering: Control and Communication
Systems
SUSAN JEANNE PECK, in Nutritional Science
Forty-Nine
YOLANDA VERONICA PEREIRA, in Microbiology
JAMES VINCENT PETRIZZI, in Electrical
Engineering: Con trol and Communication
Systems
RAMESH RAMPERTAB, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
HAJA-NIRINA RAZAFINJATOVO, in Mathematics
SEAN MICHAEL REILLY, in Physics
MARKUS NORBERT RESCHBERGER, in Computer
Science
MAUREEN MARY O'HARA RESCILDO, in Nursing
MINKI RHO, in Genetics
VALERIE DAWN ROE, in Chemistry
CATHY ANN ROY, in Nursing
MICHAEL EARL RUSSELL, in Nursing
PATRICIA A. SCHWARTZ, in Biobehavioral Science
SAMIR A. SHAH, in Electrical Engineering
LI-YING SHAO, in Chemical Engineering
CHANDRAKANTH V. SHENOY, in Civil Engineering
CHENG PING SHIH, in Agricultural Economics
CHARLES T. SICA, in Statistics: Industrial Statistics
GREGORY PHILIP SKINGER, in Computer Science
MARK ROBERT SLOWIK, in Cell Biology
DANIEL E. SMOLENSKI, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
DAVID JOHN SPERANZINI, in Chemical Engineering
CANDACE ANN STEWART, in Nutritional Science
BRUCE WELLINGTON STOCKWELL, in Computer
Science
MICHAEL STEVEN SZAREK, in Chemistry
DAVID J TELESCA, in Physiology: Neuroscience
WENDY LYNN TESLIK, in Statistics
ROBERT IRvING TINGLEY, in Civil Engineering:
Structural Engineering
MOHAN SHRIKRISHNA UPADHYE, in Mechanical
Engineering: Manufacturing
KAREN EMELIE VACCARIELLO, in Nursing
RAVI P. VENKATRAMAN, in Computer Science
LISA CATHERINE WAHLE, in Natural Resources
Management
CHI-KUANG WANG, in Animal Science: Physiology
of Reproduction
SHAW-PING SHERRY WANG, in Mathematics:
Actuarial Science
GREGORY ALAN WATSON, in Physics
KENNETH FLYNN WHITE, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
MELANIE G. WILLETTS, in Animal Science:
Physiology of Reproduction
WILKEY WONG, in Chemical Engineering
KARL RICHARD WURST, in Computer Science
YANMING YAO, in Mathematics
JAMES LUCAS YATES III, in Mechanical
Engineering
MEI-CHIN YIN, in Nutritional Science
MIROSLAW ANDRZEJ ZYNDOL, in Natural Resources
Management
Graduates, August 31, 1989
PAUL RUDOLPH AUGUST, in Genetics
TERRY ANNE BARBER, in Chemical Engineering
MARIO JOSEPH BELLONI III, in Physics
PAUL WILLIAM BETTS, in Genetics
SUSAN LEE BINFORD, in Biotechnology
DEBORAH ANN CARROLL, in Biobehavioral Science:
Developmental Psychobiology
SUBIR KUMAR CHAKRABORTY, in Chemistry
YU -HUR CHOU, in Civil Engineering: Structural
Engineering
ROSLYN HOLLY FITCH, in Biobehavioral Science:
Developmental Psychobiology
TRACY LYNN FITZGERALD, in Plant Science: Forage
Crops
DOUGLAS JOSEPH GENDRON, in Biochemistry
TERRY DON GILBREATH, in Physics
CHERYL KAYLA GOLDMAN, in Biobehavioral
Science: Developmental Psychobiology
ZBIGNIEW M. GRABOWSKI, in Mechanical
Engineering: Design
GWODUAN DAVID JOU, in Mathematics: Actuarial
Science
JAMES KIRK KENISTON, in Pathobiology
GLENN JOHN KNOWLES, in Mechanical Engineering
ERIC LE, in Statistics
JOSEPH LEONE, in Computer Science
JOSEPH R LIGUORE, in Mechanical Engineering:
Energy and Thermal Sciences
BRIAN MATTHEW MACKAY, in Computer Science
ROYCE FRANCIS MENEZES, in Chemistry
PETER J. MILLETT, in Chemical Engineering
ALICE ANN MOON, in Biobehavioral Science:
Behavioral Genetics
CECILIA MORALES, in Mathematics: Actuarial
Science
TRACY MARIE MULARIE, in Cell Biology
ABDUN A.F.M. NAYEEM, in Geophysics
DAVID STUART OLSON, in Civil Engineering:
Structural Engineering
PARVEZ IQBAL PARACHA, in Nutritional Science
RACHAEL LENA PESCE, in Animal Science:
Physiology of Reproduction
ABOLHASSAN PIRNIA, in Polymer Science
KEVIN A. REinG, in Chemical Engineering
STANLEY HARRIS ROSENBERG, in Biochemistry
YAN SHAO, in Physics
YOUNG-CHAN SON, in Chemistry
KENNETH JOSEPH WALSH, in Chemical Engineering
CHIILING CANDICE WEBER, in Mathematics:
Actuarial Science
GUOR-TZO WEI, in Chemistry
JOSEPH GEORGES ZOGHBI, in Chemical Engineering
ZHIMING ZOU, in Mathematics
Fifty
Graduates, December 31, 1989
ALI ABDELLAH ABDELRAHMAN, in Pharmaceutical
Science
H. OLCAY AKMAN, in Statistics
JOSE MIGUEL ALBAINE, in Civil Engineering:
Structural Engineering
HASSAN A. AwDI, in Mechanical Engineering:
Manufacturing
CHARLOTTE SYLVIE BECQUART, in Metallurgy
CHIEHHUANG JEFF CHANG, in Mechanical
Engineering: Dynamics and Control
SYLVIE CHARPENAY, in Metallurgy
CHRISTINA GEMMING CHASE, in Nutritional
Science
BEVERLY ANN CHOMIAK, in Geology
NINA S. H. CHUNG, in Chemical Engineering
LEE ROGER CROCKETT, in Oceanography
ALAN DESBONNET, in Oceanography
MICHAEL THOMAS DIBRINO, in Computer Science
MICHAEL PRESTON DRAPER, in Genetics
BARRY MARTIN DUPEN, in Metallurgy
JAMES FRANK ELMAN, in Polymer Science
KAREN-ANNE (KARASEVICH) ERICSON, in
Pathobiology
ALAN CHARLES FOLMSBEE, in Electrical
Engineering: Electromagnetics and Physical
Electronics
JOHN RICHARD FRANZINI, in Mechanical
Engineering
WENDY HAGSTROM FURNISS, in Nursing
LYNN ANN GIBEAU-PONIATOWSKI, in Nursing
LAWRENCE M. GORHAM, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
DEREK TRENT GRASSO, in Chemical Engineering
LAURA ANNE GUMPRECHT, in Pathobiology:
Pathology
LAURIE ANNE GYPSON, in Ecology
JUBAL D. HAMERNIK, in Civil Engineering:
Structural Engineering
ALAN ROBERT HARTKE, in Mechanical Engineering
THERESA PEZZA HENNESSEY, in Materials Science:
Alloy Science
SALLY MARIE KEATING, in Civil Engineering
LENORE LYNNE LAMPERT, in Genetics
BIN LI, in Computer Science
ALAN J. LUCERO, in Physics
BERT NISSEN MACESKER, in Ocean Engineering
ROSEMARY A. MADYCH, in Allied Health
PAUL RICHARD MARGIOTT, in Mechanical
Engineering
DAWN MARIE MCKAY, in Zoology
RONALD MATTHEW MONZILLO, in Computer
Science
SUSAN DEBORAH NEWMAN, in Agricultural
Economics
MARYANN T. O'MELIA, in Allied Health
GREGORY THOMAS PAWLIKOWSKI, in Polymer
Science
ELSA R. PAYNE, in Mechanical Engineering:
Energy and Thermal Sciences
CAROLYN TAN PE, in Computer Science
ELIZABETH J. PODLAHA, in Chemical Engineering
RICK ANTHONY PSONAK, in Allied Health
XIAOFENG QI, in Biological Engineering
GLEN DAVID RICE, in Civil Engineering:
Structural Engineering
DIANE MARIE SPENCER, in Biobehavioral Science:
Biological Anthropology
ANNAMARIE SPINA, in Pharmaceutical Science:
Medicinal Chemistry
ADRIENNE COLAVITO THIEKE, in Metallurgy
CAROL LEE TURKINGTON, in Nursing
JOCELYN TIDALGO URGELLO, in Nutritional Science
CARLA VERNALE, in Nursing
MELODY VERNON, in Nursing
CATHERINE JEAN VIGEZZI-KIRCHHOFF, in
Nutritional Science
BAOMIN WANG, in Microbiology
NICHOLAS S. WATERS, in Biobehavioral Science:
Developmental Psychobiology
YINGLI WEN, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
CONSTANTIN THEODORE YIANNOUTSOS, in Statistics
LUCILE LuxIN Yu, in Computer Science
SUE MARIE ZAJAC, in Computer Science
GUOWANG ZHANG, in Electrical Engineering
Fifty-One




































































Graduates, August 31, 1989
















































Graduates, December 31, 1989
THERESA MARY STEZKO BARSALOU
CLAIRE L. BURCHFIELD











THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMAS IN EDUCATION
The Professional Diploma in Education is awarded for the completion of an approved
























































Graduates, December 31, 1989
CAROL M. BROWNELL
	 CATHERINE PAGE 	 CAROL A. ROMMEL
LINDA S. CHERRY
	 FRANCIS ANTHONY PERROTTI, JR. DAVID ANTHONY SCATA
Fifty-Three


























































































































LUIS MANUEL PEREIRA MATOS










































ELLEN BLAKE KEANE RUTT
TIZIANA MARIE SCACCIA


















































THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE


























BENJAMIN JOSEPH PODURGIEL III












































































REBECCA VANDER VEER RUGEN
TERRENCE WILLIAM RYAN

















JUDITH ELAINE ABBOTT, in Medieval Studies (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Queens and Queenship in Anglo-Saxon England, 954-1066: Holy and Unholy Alliances
OSAMA HASSAN ABDELMAGEED, in Pharmaceutical Science: Medicinal Chemistry (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Alkyl Phospholipids and Some Antineoplastic Analogs, Syntheses, and Physical
Properties
ALIAA AHMED ABD EL-MONEIM, in Linguistics (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of INFL
AntoN ABRAHAM, in Sport and Leisure Studies (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Physiological Responses to Tournament Match Play and Subsequent Recovery
among Squash Players
EMMANUEL N. AMADIFE, in Political Science (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Pre-Theories and Theories of Foreign Policy-Making: A Case Study of U.S. Foreign
Policy toward the Nigerian Civil War, 1967-70
JOHN LOUIS AMALFITANO, in Educational Administration (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship between Lotteries and Support for Education among the States
GEORGE SALVATORE AMATO, in Pharmaceutical Science: Medicinal Chemistry (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Synthesis and Stability of Episulfonium Ions Proposed to Result from the
Metabolism of Dihaloethanes
CYNTHIA D. ARONS, in Biobehavioral Science: Behavioral Genetics (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Genetic Variability within a Species: Differences in Behavior, Development, and
Neurochemistry among Three Types of Domestic Dogs and Their Fl Hybrids
CARMEN RIVERA ARROYO, in Sport and Leisure Studies (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship between Optical Information and the Regulation of Anticipation
Timing and Kinetic Energy Production in Skilled and Unskilled Performers
PETER DANA BACHIOCHI, in Psychology: Industrial and Organizational (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Factors Influencing the Employee Relocation Decision
SHARON LAUREL BAKER, in Psychology: Clinical (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Measuring Generalized Expectancies for Pain Locus of Control
TERRY ALAN BANEY, in History (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Yankees and the City: Struggling over Urban Representation in Connecticut, 1880 to
World War I
EVA GREENWALD BAR-SHALOM, in Linguistics (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Comprehension and Production of Relative Clauses and Passives by Good and Poor
Readers
LAURIE JANE BATES, in Economics (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Influence of Community Characteristics on Municipal Zoning Strategy
CYNTHIA BEEMAN, in Biomedical Science: Oral Biology (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship between Mesenchymal Cell Density and Branching Morphogenesis
MICHAEL FRED BELCOURT, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Ribosomal Frameshifting in Yeast TY Elements
PAOLA BELLABARBA, in Psychology: Language (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Common Knowledge on Children's Use of Reference with Peers
SUSAN BETH BELLANDESE, in Professional Higher Education Administration (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Undergraduate Academic Dismissal Policies and Procedures at American
Colleges and Universities
Fifty-Seven
MARK S. BENNETT, in Civil Engineering: Applied Mechanics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Free Wave Propagation in Orthogonally Stiffened Cylinders
TERRI ANNE BINDER, in Biomedical Science: Immunology (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Cellular and Environmental Basis of the Genetic Susceptibility and Resistance to
Murine Experimen tal Allergic Encephalomyelitis
STEVEN LOUIS BLECHNER in Physics (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of the Mechanisms of Formation of Self-Assembling Microstructures
Using X-Ray Diffraction and Neutron Scattering
NORMAN MICHAEL BOCK, in English: American Studies (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Expressions of Selfhood in Classic American Fiction: Readings From a Chinese Cultural
Perspective
GIUSEPPE ANTONIO BONCIORNO, in History: Modern European (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Mussolini, Grandi, and the Disarmament Question, 1928-1934
JULIA DWYER BOOKBINDER, in Communication Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Early Communication Development in Premature and Full-Term Infants
RANDI ELLEN BORT, in Physiology (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Molecular Regulation of Vitamin D Metabolism
SHARON BUCKLEY-VAN HOEK, in Educational Administration (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Elective Curricular Enrollments in Connecticut Urban Public Schools before and after
State Graduation Requirements
ROBERT JAMES CAFFREY, in Curriculum and Instruction (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of the Management Skills of Successful Connecticut Public School
Administrators
KARYN CAHILL, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Molecular Analysis of the Polyoma Virus Late Promoter
LEON J. CAMPO, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Estimation and Control for Discrete-Time Stochastic Systems with Semi-Markovian
or Markovian Parameter Jumps
ELLEN PETKAITIS CARMICHAEL, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Study of Two Genes Involved in HSV DNA Replication
JAMES ENRICO CARONE, in Psychology: Clinical (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Pain Tolerance and Reactions to Pain as a Function of a Macho Personality Script
and Competition
BRUCE E. CARPENTER, in Economics (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Stein-Type Estimation of Linear Equation Systems
RICHARD G. CARROLL, in Cell Biology (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Translation Initiation in HeLa Cell Extracts Prepared By Dounce Homogenization
and Detergent Lysis
ELEANOR THURSTON CARROLTON, in Professional Higher Education Administration (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Factors Influencing Career Success of Nursing Leaders in Hospitals
GRACE-ANN L. CARUSO, in Family Studies (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship of Parent-Caregiver Support and Child Care Quality to Toddler
Behavior
LISA CASSADY, in Psychology: Social (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Family Responses to Conflict Scale: Development of a Measure of Mari tal Conflict
and Children's Exposure and Reactions
STUART WILLIAM CEDRONE, in Philosophy (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Romantic Love Relation
Fifty-Eight
TIN-CHEUNG CHAN, in Psychology: Ecological Psychology (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Exterospecific Information for the Haptic Perception of Surface Location
SANDRA BERNADETTE CLOUTIER, in Educational Administration (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Time Management, Personality Hardiness, Job Level, and Personal Characteristics in
Executives
CAROLINE NICHOLLS DEALY COELHO, in Cell Biology: Developmental Biology (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Methionine in Neural Tube Closure
JOHN HENRY COWLES JR in Mechanical Engineering (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Motion of a Weighted Wire through Ice in the Regelation and Recrylation Regimes
KENNETH EDWARD CREASY II, in Chemistry (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Modified Composite Electrodes, Zeolite-Modified Electrodes, and Electrochemistry in
Dry Zeolitic Matrices
SANDRA LYNN DABORA, in Biomedical Science: Cell Biology (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Microtubule-Based Organelle Motility: Role in Spatial Organization of Organelles and
Membrane Sorting
LISA MARIE DAHM, in Physiology: Neurosciences (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Regulation of Intramuscular Nerve Branching and Synaptogenesis during Normal
Development and following Activity Blockade
LYNN BARBARA DAVENPORT, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmacology and Toxicology (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Neurochemical Mechanisms of Organophosphate Toxicity, Recovery, and Tolerance
PATRICIA ANDREA DAVIS, in Polymer Science (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Biodegradable Composite Artificial Tendon Prosthesis
JOHN KENNETH DAYTON, in Physics (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Doppler-Free Laser Spectroscopic and Optical Study of Some Dihalogenated
Transition-Metal Compounds
YAOBING DENG, in Physics (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Study of Homogeneous and Inhomogeneous Cosmological Models of the Universe
JEFFREY JOHN DESTEFANO, in Biochemistry (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Characterization of a Mengovirus-Activated Protein Kinase that Can Phosphorylate
the Alpha Subunit of Eukaryotic Initiation Factor 2 (eIF-2)
BOYD MACNEIL DIXON, in Anthropology (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Prehistoric Settlement Patterns on a Cultural Corridor: The Comayagua Valley,
Honduras
SANDRA JAYNE DOWNEY, in Metallurgy (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Anode Passivation in Calcium Thionyl Chloride Batteries
ROSEMARIE E. DRISCOLL, in Instructional Media and Technology (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of the Relative Effectiveness of Microcomputer Assisted Instruction and
Conventional Instruction for the Teaching of Reference Skills to Seventh Grade Students
ARLENE STARK ElsoN, in Pharmaceutical Science: Neurosciences (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Noradrenergic and Serotonergic Influences on Serotonin Type 2 Receptor Regulation
in the Rat: Implication for the Mechanism of Action of Antidepressant Drugs
MOHAMED ABDELSHAFI EL-BERMAWY, in Pharmaceutical Science: Medicinal Chemistry (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Design and Synthesis of Nonaromatic Agents with Potential Dopaminergic Activity
D. KAREN ENRIGHT, in Professional Higher Education Administration (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of an Integrated Curricular Design on the Attitude of Nursing Students
toward the Aged
ELIZABETH ELLEN EPSTEIN, in Psychology: Clinical (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Characteristics of Subs tance Abusers Subtyped by Antisocial Personality and Depressive
Disorder: Psychological Markers
Fifty-Nine
GWEN DIANE FELDMAN, in Botany: Paleobotany (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Evidence of Early Insect Pollination in the Arecaceae: A Palynological Investigation
and a New Palm Flower from the Paleocene/Eocene of the Mississippi Embayment
JANE JIA FENG, in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Coding of Sound in the Cochlear Nucleus: Mechanisms Underlying the Generation
of Response Patterns by Different Morphological Cell Types
BONITA MAE FERRERO, in English (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Reconstructing the Canon: Samuel Johnson and the Universal Visiter
RUDY FEUDO, in Adult and Vocational Education (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationships of Health Beliefs to Exercise Participation in an Elderly Population
Aged 65 Years and Older
TERRI SUSAN FINE, in Political Science (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Women, Individualism, and American Political Life: The Impact of American Political
Values on Attitudes toward Public Policies Targeting Women
FRANCESCA FIORILLO, in Italian (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Apprenticeship of Eduardo De Filippo (I Primi di Eduardo De Filippo sulla scena)
MARY MARGARET FOYE, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Parent Involvement in Profit and Non-Profit Child Care Centers
SUSAN B. FRAMPTON, in Anthropology (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Applied Anthropology and Public Policy: A Study of the Hartford Newborn Sickle
Cell Screening Pilot Project
JOSEPH LOUIS FRANCESE in Italian (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Unpopular Realism of Pier Paolo Pasolini (Il Realismo impopolare di Pier Paolo
Pasolini)
RICHARD J. FURLAN, in Physics (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Electronic Excitation in Collisions of H2+ on He
MARIAN KATHERINE GALBRAITH-JONES, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Factors which Influence the Career Decisions of Black Women Writers
RAMAKRISHNAN GANESH, in Mechanical Engineering: Applied Mechanics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Minimum Drag Profile in Laminar Flow: A Numerical Way
DENIS EDWARD GANNON, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Elements of Secondary Mathematics Methods: A Model Designed Using Operations
Research
CAROL EWING GARBER, in Sport and Leisure Studies (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Metabolic and Circulatory Responses to Incremental and Steady-State Exercise in
Patients with Angina Pectoris or Silent Myocardial Ischemia
ROBERT JOEL GARBER, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Psychology (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Family Structure vs. Interparental Conflict: Long-Term Effects of Divorce on the
General and Social Self-Esteem of Young Adults
GLORIA JUANITA GILEs, in Curriculum and Instruction (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Selected Correlates of Writing Habits and Attitudes of Nursing Faculty in Connecticut
Colleges and Universities
DAVID FISHER GILMORE, in Microbiology (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Sulfur Metabolism of Cytophaga Johnsonae
JOHN MATTHEW GOLDEN, JR., in Economics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Economics of University Quality
JAIME ALBERTO GOMEZ, in Polymer Science (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Oligomeric Titanates as Coupling Agents for Fiber Reinforced Composites
JORGE LUIS GONZALEZ-VELAZQUEZ, in Metallurgy (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Fatigue Crack Tip Deformation Processes as Influenced by the Environment
Sixty
VALMORE EMERY GUERNON, in Curriculum and Instruction (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Teaching Heuristics within the Context of a Prescriptive Metacognitive
Control System on the Problem Solving Performance of Eighth Grade General Mathematics Students
LAURIN PAUL HAFNER, in Psychology: Social (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Results-Oriented versus Analytically-Oriented People: Personality, Task Perfor-
mance, and Social Interaction
DEBORA LYNN HALL, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Automaticity of Basic Academic Skills: Identifying Characteristics of Automatic
Responders
ELAINE J. HALL, in Sociology (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Waiting on Tables: Gender Integration in a Service Occupation
KANIDTHA HANSONGNERN, in Chemistry (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Photochemistry of Isomeric Complexes of Ruthenium (II) with 2-(Phenylazo)
pyridine
VALERIE HECKMAN, in Physics (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Study of Lit + D2 Collisions at Low KeV Energies
SHARON G. HEMOND, in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Early Target Innervation of Cochleo-Vestibular Ganglion Processes in the Chicken
Embryo
ROBIN ANDREA HENDERSON, in Nutritional Science (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Maternal Fish Oil Supplementation on Human Milk and Infants
NANCY LAURA HIESTAND, in Biobehavioral Science: Behavioral Genetics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of Problem-Solving and Spatial Orientation in the Wolf (Canis Lupus)
and Dog (Canis Familiaris)
JOAN MARIE HOFMANN, in Educational Administration (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Connecticut Public Act 87-2 and Related Teacher Career Incentive Plans
Submitted During 1987-1988
SHUGUANG HONG, in Computer Science (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Automatical Generation of Conceptual Database Design Tools from Data Model
Specifications
FAHMIDA HOSSAIN, in Materials Science (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Fracture Behavior in Polycrystalline Beta Cu -Zn -Al Alloys
PATRICIA MARTHA HUDELSON, in Anthropology (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Treatment of Childhood Diarrhea in Managua, Nicaragua
JOCELYN HUDON, in Physiology: Comparative Physiology (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Keto-Carotenoid Usage and Evolutionary Dynamics in Birds
MIMI Tu HWANG, in Educational Psychology: Evaluation and Measurement (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Intelligence, Reaction Time, and Conversion Factor
SUNWOOK HwANG, in Mathematics (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Aspects of Commutative Banach Algebras
KUO-CHING JEN, in Mathematics (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Numerical Investigation of Periodic Solutions for a Suspension Bridge Model
CANDACE JONES-PACHOLSKI, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Prevention of "Curriculum Casualties:" Matching Curriculum with Children's
Performance Levels
THERESE COSTE JORDAN, in Polymer Science (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Electrorheological Fluids: An Investigation of Structural Mechanisms
KULDEEP S. KALONIA, in Electrical Engineering: Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Two-Dimensional Analytical Modeling of MOSFET and CMOS Devices at Room and
Cryogenic Temperatures
Sixty-One
JIANGSHI KANG, in Chemistry (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Analysis of Essential Oils from Geranium Plants by Gas Chromatography/Mass
Spectrometry and Gas Chromatography/Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
KHALED ALY KHALED, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Crosslinking and Enzymatic Degradation on the Rate of Drug Release
from Tartaric Acid Polyester Drug Delivery Systems
HYUNYONG CHUNG KIM, in Educational Studies: Social Foundations of Education (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Education and the Daily Press in the State of Connecticut
KWANGSU KIM, in Communication Science: Marketing Communication (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Validating Cognitive and Affective Constructs as Determinants of Brand Attitude in
TV Advertising Effects Models
WOOHAM KIM, in Geophysics (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: A New Method for Calculating Seismic Wavefields Using the Vicinity Ray Tracing
System
SEOK-Ku Ko, in Mathematics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Embedding Riemann Surfaces in Riemannian Manifolds
JINE-WEN Kou, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Continuous Span Highway Bridge Variations
JEFFREY ALAN KRAMER, in Educational Administration (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Time Management, Leadership Styles, and Selected Institutional Factors of Connecticut
Long-Term Healthcare Administrators
REGINA MARIA KULIAWAT, in Biochemistry (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Isolation and Characterization of Secretory Membranes and Evidence that they Are
Derived from Dynamic Membranes of the Cell
GLADYS BARBOSA LABAs, in Educational Studies: Bi-lingual and Bi-cultural Education (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Stylistic Syntactic Code-Switching among Puerto Rican Children
FRANCISCO LAUREANO, in Educational Studies: Bi-lingual and Bi -cultural Education (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Puerto Rican Male Drop-Out Profile
HAROLD ERNEST LAWBER, JR., in Economics (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Defense Spending and the Relative Decline of the British Economy, 1875-1914
CARL WILLIAM LAWTON, in Chemical Engineering (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Biological Production of Uniform Polypeptides for Optical Applications
DAVID WARREN LAZINSKI, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Molecular Determinants Involved in the Sequence-Specific Recognition of RNA
Signals by Bacteriophage Antiterminators
DANIEL JOHN LEFEBVRE, in Special Education (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Applying Generalizability Theory to Analyze Observational Data in Single-Subject
Research
MARY JANE LENON, in Economics (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Demand for Zoning: A Microeconomic Approach
LIN LIU, in Biochemistry (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Genes Involved in Alanine Biosynthesis in Escherichia coli and the Use of Transposons
in Their Analysis
PEI-SAN LIAO-Liu, in Statistics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: On Estimation of Parameters and Reliability from Generalized Life Models
ERNESTO LIVORNI, in Comparative Literature (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Dantesque Iconoclasts: Pound, T.S. Eliot, Ungaretti, Montale (Iconoclasti Danteschi:
Pound, T.S. Eliot, Ungaretti, Montale)
LAUREN MACKAY LOADER, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of the Semantic Organizer on Writing Ability and Motivation with Fourth
Grade Students
Sixty-Two
JAMEs T. LOVE, JR., in Biomedical Science: Cell Biology (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship between the Protein Kinase C System and Activation of the Murine
Helper T Cell by Antigen and Interleukin 2
BONNIE KATHLEEN MACKELLAR, in Computer Science (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Retrieval by Similarity in a Knowledge Base of Reusable Code
MOHAMED A. MAHMoUD, in Biomedical Science: Oral Biology (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Tissue Interactions in Experimental Oral Carcinogenesis
GREGORY STEPHEN MAKOWSKI, in Biochemistry (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Calpains in Rat Hepatic Protein Degradation
MANOJ L. MANIAR, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Determination of Specific and Micro Rate Constants and the Effect of Charge on the
Hydrolysis of Polyesters
CHARLES WILLIAM MARTIE, in Economics (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Public Choice Model of the Decision to Contract Out
STEPHEN JAMES MARTIN, in Physics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Inelastic Scattering of Alpha Particles (He 2+) by Deuterium, Oxygen, and Nitrogen
(D2, 02, and N2)
RICHARD PRESTON MASON, in Biomedical Science: Cell Biology (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: An Examination of the Molecular Events Involved in 1,4-Dihydropyridine Calcium
Channel Drug Interaction with Biological Membrane Bilayers
JOHN THOMAS MCCAFFREY, in Chemistry (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Background Correction and Atom Cells in Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometry
DENIs JOSEPH MCCANN, in Pharmaceutical Science: Medicinal Chemistry (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Aryl Sulfotransferase Isozymes: Sulfonation of Model Aryl Oxime Substrates
SARAH ANN MCGRAW, in Anthropology (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Smoking Behavior among Puerto Rican Adolescents: Approaches to its Study
GERALD W. MCROBERTS, in Psychology: Child and Developmental (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Voice Pitch in Signaling Affect and Linguistic Stress: Evidence for a
Dissociation
JOHN DAVID MEARNS, in Psychology: Clinical (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Expectancy for Negative Mood Regulation and Mood Recovery following the End of
a Romantic Relationship
GLENN ALAN MEYER, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Characterization of the Synthesis and Hydrolysis of a Polymeric Indomethacin Prodrug
CHARLES PAUL MOBAYED, in Psychology: Clinical (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Hypermasculinity as a Predictor of Self-Disclosure in Males: A Sequential Analysis
RAPHAEL BAUDILLO MORA DE JESUS, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: School-Related Stress in Puerto Rican Children
GEORGIE PAULINE MUBAREK, in Spanish (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Negativity and Self: Characterization in Four of Jesús Fernández Santos' Existential
Novels
VERONICA WANJUKI MUNGAI, in Polymer Science (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Surface Modification of Aromatic Polymers for Bio-Interaction
SUZANNE HUCK NEUBAUER, in Nutritional Science (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Breast Milk Composition of Diabetic Women
ERVANT VAHE NISHANIAN, in Biochemistry (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Isolation and Partial Characterization of a Major Acetaminophen-Binding Protein
Sixty-Three
EUGENE PETER NOCERA, in Educational Administration (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Effective Elementary School Principals: The Principal's Contribution to
Instruction
ESTHER ELIZABETH NOILES, in Animal Science: Physiology of Reproduction (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Exercise and Sexual Stimulation on Reproductive Parameters in Two-
Year-Old Stallions
EDGAR ALBERT NORMANDIN, in Sport and Leisure Studies (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Exercise Prescription in Patients with Left Ventricular Dysfunction: A Comparison
of Conventional Methods of Exercise Pres cription with a Method Utilizing Respiratory Measures and
a Doppler Assessment of Left Ventricular Function
JOANNE ELEANORA NOTTINGHAM, in Professional Higher Education Administration (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study Of Student Persistence as an Outcome of Participation in an Extended
Orientation Course
ATHANASIos G. NOULAS, in Economics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Economies of Scope and Scale in Large Size Banks
PETER SAVAGE O'CONNELL, in Adult and Vocational Education (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Older Learners in a Museum: A Comparison of Two Groups of Elderhostel Participants
on Measures of Motivation, Learning Styles, and Demographic Variables
MICHAEL JOHN O'CONNOR, in Educational Administration (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Replication Study of Perceived Burnout, Role Factors, and Select Background
Characteristics of Teachers
GLORIA JEAN OPIRHORY, in Curriculum and Instruction (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of the Ethical Decision Making Processes Used by a Select Group
of Practicing Perina tal Nurses in Connecticut
KARIN M. OsTRoM, in Nutritional Science (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Hormone Prolactin during Lac ta tion of Insulin-Dependent Diabetic
Women: Concentration in Milk and Serum, Bioactivity, and the Simulated Response to Breastfeeding
METIN OZEN, in Mechanical Engineering: Applied Mechanics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Analysis of a Finite Two-Dimensional Solid with an Inclined Crack and a Rigid
Inclusion
ABRAHAM ISAAC PALLAS, in Curriculum and Instruction (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Evolving School Microcomputer Purchasing Decisions in Connecticut
DEBRA PALLATTO-FONTAINE, in Curriculum and Instruction (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of the 4Mat System of Instruction on the Self-Esteem and Behavior of Ninth-
Grade Students
JULIANA MARY PANOS, in Ecology: Plant Ecology (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Variation in the Architecture of White Clover (Trifolium Repens L.) in Contrasting
Habi tats and the Consequences of this Variation on Clonal Dynamics
JONG-CHUL PARK, in Political Science (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The China Factor in United S tates Decision-Making toward Vietnam, 1945-1965
SUSAN JANE PASQUALE, in Educational Administration (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Identifying the Characteristics of Effective Teacher Preparation Program Faculty
C. THOMAS PHILBRICK, in Botany- Plant Systematics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Systematic Studies of North American Callitriche (Callitrichaceae)
MARY ANN PILOTTE, in Adult and Vocational Education (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Impact .of Personal Unconcern as a Stressor Arising from a Conflict between
Affiliation and Achievement Needs in Returning Female University Students
ABOLHASSAN PIRNIA, in Polymer Science (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Studies of Polymer Microstructures by Optical Evanescent Wave Techniques
Sixty-Four
DONALD POMERANTZ, in French (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Tragic Irony in the Theater of Jean Giraudoux
JANET ANN PONICHTERA, in Sport and Leisure Studies (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Maximal Exercise Performance of Individuals with Multiple Sclerosis: Influence of
Disease-Related Muscular- and Temperature-Induced Dysfunction
JANICE MILLER POTTER, in English (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: "Both Fair and Good": The Novels of Mary Webb
SHERRY LEE PURCELL, in Communication Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Linguistic Processing in Narrative Production: Evidence from the Errors and Self-
Initiated Repairs Produced by Normal and Language-Disordered School-Age Children
MELINDA LEE RAMSBY, in Biochemistry (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Autophagy And The Intermediate Filament Cytoskeleton In Suspension-Cultured Rat
Hepatocytes
THOMAS C. RANDO, in Computer Science (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Automatic Fairness in Computer Aided Geometric Design
BARBARA ANITA RHEIN, in Special Education (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of the Academic Achievement of Elementary and Middle School
Emotionally Disturbed and Learning Disabled Children
TAMARA SZREDERS RICH, in Educational Administration (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Two Five-Year Longitudinal-Sequential Studies of School Achievement of Two Cohorts
of Students in Grades Three Through Eight: A Case Study with Implications for School Administrators
JUDITH ALICE RICHARDSON, in Psychology: Language (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Testing the Use of Reference in the Assessment of Language Change with Age
JENNIFER JOHNSTON ROBERTSON, in Chemistry (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Rational Syntheses for the Generation of Novel Rhodium(III) BIS(Heteroleptic)
Chelates via Diolefinic Rhodium(I) Precursors
LAWRENCE DAVID ROSENBLUM, in Psychology: General Experimental (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Effort Perception of Speech and Nonspeech Events: An Audio-Visual Investigation
RICHARD EVERETT ROSSI, in Professional Higher Education Administration (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Cosmopolitan and Local Construct Applied to Career Achievement in Student
Affairs
DANA ROTH, in Special Education (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Gender and Birth Status as Variables in Mother's Interaction Styles and Perceptions
of Their Preterm and Full Term Preschool Children
KELLEY SEANA SCANLON, in Nutritional Science (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Activity and Behavior Changes in Marginally Malnourished Mexican Preschoolers
HAIM SCHUPPER, in Biobehavioral Science: Neuropsychopharmacology (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of DFP, Sarin, and Soman on the Accessibility of Proteins in the Electroplax
Membrane to Lactoperoxidase-Catalyzed Iodination
HOLLY LYNN SHADOIAN, in Professional Higher Education Administration (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Predictors of Alumni Philanthropy in Public Colleges
CYNTHIA WOODARD SHAHEN, in Educational Studies: Social Foundations of Education (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Organizational Learning Derived from Planning and Implementing an
International Conference: An Action Research Inquiry
AIHUA WANG SHAKER, in Mathematics (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Maximum Principle Methods for Semilinear Elliptic Boundary Value Problems
DAVID MATTHEW KHAZANOV SHEININ, in History: Latin American (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Diplomacy of Control: United States-Argentine Relations, 1910-1928
Sixty-Five
JENNLINE SHEU, in Chemistry (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Part I—The Synthesis of N-Hexyl-4-Aryl-DELTA-Valerolactams: A New Family of Liquid
Crystals; Part II—Diels-Alder Reaction of N-Vinyl-Pyrrolidiniminium Tetraflouroborate: A Novel Route
to Synthesize Indolizidine Alkaloids
KUEIYING SHED, in Materials Science: Polymer Science (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Diffusion of Antioxidants in Crosslinked Polyethylenes
TEJ BAHADUR SHRESTA, in Educational Studies: Bi-lingual and Bi -cultural Education (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of the Relative Effectiveness of Formal Classroom Instruction as
Opposed to Informal Natural Exposure in the Development of Oral Proficiency in English as a Second
Language in Nepal
STEVEN PAUL SIEGRIST, in Sport and Leisure Studies (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The National Collegiate Athletic Association: An Historical, Organizational Case Study
Using General System Theory for Description and Analysis
ENEIDA MARIA SILVA, in Psychology: Clinical (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Evaluation of Job Applicants as a Function of Physical Attractiveness, Sex, and
Type of Job
TERRENCE RAYMOND STANFORD, in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of the Interaural Time Sensitivity of Neurons in the Inferior Colliculus
and Thalamus of the Unanesthetized Rabbit
WAYNE CARL STEELY, in Spanish (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Question between Two Gentlemen of Castille: Annotated Edition and Preliminary
Study (la Quistion entre dos cavalleros de castilla: Edition anotada y estudio preliminar)
ROBIN SEIDER STORY, in Communication Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Pre- and Post-Therapy Comparison of Respiratory, Laryngeal, and Supralaryngeal
Kinematics of Stutterers' Fluent Speech
JAMES PATRICK SULLIVAN, in Psychology: Clinical (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Acceptance of Wife and Stranger Rape: Men's and Women's Reactions as a Function
of Hypermasculinity, Marital Endurance, and Family Autonomy
MEG LOUISE SUSSMAN, in Psychology: Clinical (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Repression-Sensitization as a Predictor of Disclosure of Stressful Life Events
NANCY MARGARET SWANSON, in Anthropology (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Teenage Mothering and Infant Nutrition in an Aging Milltown
RALPH ScoTr TABER, in Professional Higher Education Administration (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Enrollment Management Programs at Liberal Arts II Colleges
JIANxIN TANG, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Parallel Computation for Large-Scale Optimization Problems with Application to
Hydroelectric Generation
LIN TAO, in Biomedical Science: Oral Biology (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Studies of Streptococcus Mutans Morphogenesis
MELBOURNE XIMINES TAPPER, in Anthropology (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Signifying Disease: Difference, Discrimination, and the Discourse of Sickle Cell
Anemia
BONNIE FRANCES TATE, in Biochemistry (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Characterization and Partial Purification of a Phospholipase C from the Plasma
Membrane of Avena Sativa
DoLOREs PATRICIA TAYLOR, in Educational Psychology: Evaluation and Measurement (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Effectiveness of First Line Nursing Managers
GEORGE ROBERT TENNEY, in Educational Studies: History and Philosophy of Education (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: University-Bound Learning Disabled Students in Connecticut's Public Secondary
Schools: An Analysis of Programs
Sixty-Six
PATRICIA ANN THOMAS , in Professional Higher Education Administration (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Cognitive Development in a Traditional and Non-Traditional Nursing Student
Population
ROBYNE CARL TIEDEMAN, in Linguistics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Government and Locality Conditions on Syntactic Relations
ROBERT NICHOLAS TOBIN, in Music (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of Music Teachers' Attitudes towards Music Teaching in Relation to the
Types of Communities in which They Teach
ZBIGNIEw TOKARSKI, in Chemical Engineering (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Use of Rigid Liquid Crystalline Polypeptides as Alignment Matrices for Organic
Nonlinear Optical Molecules
OCKERT JACOBUS VAN DER SCHIJF, in Metallurgy (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Aspects of Copper Concentric Neutral Corrosion in Underground Rural Distribution
Systems
CAROL ANN VIOLETTE, in Chemistry (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Spectroscopic Characterization of the Structural and Functional Relationships between
the Primary Donor and the Carotenoid in Reaction Centers of Photosynthetic Bacteria
YANSEN WANG, in Plant Science: Plant Environment (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Turbulence Structure of Momentum and Heat Transport in the Edge of a Deciduous
Forest Stand
WALTER JOSEPH WASSIL, in Professional Higher Education Administration (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Use and Perceptions of Value, on the Part of New England College and University
Presidents, of Selected Marketing Strategies
MICHAEL JOSEPH WASTA, in Special Education (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation into the Personality Traits of Special Education Teachers
GUOR-TZO WEI, in Chemistry (December 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Signal and Noise Considerations of Dispersive and Non-Dispersive Laser Excited
Atomic Fluorescence with Front Surface Illumination
BARBARA A. WEIR, in Chemical Engineering (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Destruction of Organic Pollutants in Water by Oxidation with Hydrogen Peroxide
and Ultraviolet Light
KATHLEEN ELIZABETH WELCH, in Psychology: Clinical (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Long-Term Impact Of Parental Divorce On Parent-Child Relationships, Future Plans,
and Current Adjustment
MARYLOUISE WELCH, in Anthropology (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Trauma Recovery: An Ethnography
ARLENE BARBARA WERNER, In Psychology: Child And Developmental (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Complexity Discriminations as a Determinant of Children's Preferences in Collative
Motivation
DAVID S. WHEELER, in Psychology: Clinical (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Disease or Childhood History: Social Consequences of the Perceived Nature of Men tal
Disorders
SURACHAI WIMOLKIATISAK, in Polymer Science (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of Electro-Copolymerized Interlayers and Fiber Arrangement on the Properties
of Graphite/Epoxy Composites
PAUL LEROY WINTERS, in Professional Higher Education Administration (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Interviewer Behavior and Teacher Proficiency Ratings in a State Assessment
Program for Beginning Teachers
SHEILA PHELAN WRIGHT, in Professional Higher Education Administration (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Selected Correlates of Intellectual Development of College Freshman
Sixty-Seven
MICHAEL STEVEN WYAND, in Pathobiology: Pathology (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Tissue Tropism of Simian Timmunodeficiency Virus in Rhesus Monkeys
XINGWANG Xu, in Mathematics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: On Mobius Groups of Riemannian Manifolds
PETER DONGJUN YOM, in Mathematics (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Characterization of a Class of Torsion-Free Abelian Groups
PING YUAN, in Chemistry (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Development and Application of the FTIR-ATR Dichroism Technique for Structural
Characterization of Polymer Surfaces
LYN M. J. ZARCONE, in Chemistry (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: Steric Effects on Acetal Cleavage
MICHAEL JOSEPH ZARCONE, JR., in Physics (August 31, 1989)
Doctoral Dissertation: Ionization and Electron Emission of Heavy Ion-Atom Collisions: The Argon-Krypton
Collision System
HONG ZHU, in Physics (May 20, 1990)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Reflection (e, 2e) Coincidence Experiment for a Solid Surface
ADAM ZIELINSKI, in Adult and Vocational Education (December 31, 1989)






*THOMAS F. BOLAND (ACTIVE DUTY)
SHAWN P. COCHRAN (ACTIVE DUTY)
THOMAS D. HEFFERNAN (ACTIVE DUTY)
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*JOSEPH A. BARTONE
*ANTHONY E BEATMAN
WINFIELD S DANIELSON III
PAUL L. DEAL
ROBERT J. DISTINTI







JOON Ho SONG (ARMY RESERVE)
ARMED SERVICES COMMISSION
Each year, the President of the United States, through the Secretary of Defense, grants
commissions to Connecticut students in the Regular Service and in the Reserve Components.
SECOND LIEUTENANTS, REGULAR ARMY, ACTIVE DUTY
SECOND LIEUTENANTS, ARMY NATIONAL GUARD, ARMY RESERVE
SECOND LIEUTENANTS, AIR FORCE











*Students who are enrolled at other universities or colleges located in the State of Connecticut
Sixty-Nine
RETIRING MEMBERS OF THE PROFESSIONAL STAFF
ROBERT A. ALDRICH, Professor, Department of Natural
Resources, Management & Engineering
September 1, 1979 to September 30, 1989
ROBERT ATHERLEY, Department Head, Student Affairs,
and Director, Department of Counseling Se rvices
July 1, 1967 to August 31, 1989
ALPHONSE AVITABILE, University Director and Professor,
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Waterbury Campus
September 16, 1960 to September 30, 1989
H. ANITA BACON, UCP VII-Continuing Education
Counselor III, Office of Credit Programs and
Continuing Studies
February 6, 1959 to September 30, 1989
FRANK W. BALLARD, Professor, Department of
Dramatic Arts
September 16, 1956 to September 30, 1989
GENE J. BARBERET, Professor, Department of Modern
and Classical Languages
September 16, 1949 to September 30, 1989
PAULETTE BARRIEAU, UEA II, Department of Pathology,
School of Medicine
August 3, 1973 to September 30, 1989
DONNA L. BATTISTONE, UCP VI-University Transfer Credit
Evaluator, Department of Admissions and Orientation
Services
September 12, 1966 to August 31, 1989
RICHARD H. BLOOMER, Professor, Department of
Educational Psychology
September 16, 1962 to August 31, 1989
PHILLIP I. BLUMBERG, Professor, School of Law
August 26, 1974 to September 30, 1989
F. LOUISE BOATMAN, Professor, School of Social Work
September 16, 1967 to June 30, 1989
PAUL BOCK , Professor, Department of Civil Engineering
September 16, 1968 to September 30, 1989
HELEN W. BOLDI, UEA II, Department of Preclinical
Education, John Dempsey Hospi ta l
April 13, 1973 to September 30, 1989
MARION BRADFORD, UEA II, Department of Clinical
Education, School of Medicine
July 7, 1975 to February 23, 1983
January 12, 1987 to June 30, 1989
FELIX BRONNER, Professor, Department of Biostructure and
Function, School of Den tal Medicine
July 1, 1969 to September 30, 1989
KATHARINE J. BROWN, UCP IV-Enrollment Officer and
Assistant Registrar, Registrar's Office
September 15, 1965 to September 30, 1989
RAYMOND J. Bucx, UCP IX-Director, University
Publications
June 30, 1952 to August 31, 1989
VIOLET Bucx, UCP VI-Administrative Services Assistant IV,
Office of the Dean, College of Agriculture and Natural
Resources
October 8, 1945 to September 30, 1989
CARROLL N. BURKE, Professor, Department of Pathobiology
February 1, 1952 to September 30, 1989
CLARENcE R. CALDER, JR., Professor, Department of
Curriculum and Instruction
September 16, 1961 to July 31, 1989
GRACE CANNATA, UHPC VIII-Professional Assistant I,
Department of Social Work, John Dempsey Hospi tal
September 16, 1968 to September 30, 1989
JOSEPH CANNATA, UHPC VU-Clinical Laboratory
Technologist, Clinical Laboratory, John Dempsey
Hospital
December 27, 1968 to September 30, 1989
HELEN T. CARD, UCP IV-Administrative Services Assis tant
III, School of Allied Health Professions
May 9, 1966 to June 30, 1989
JOSEPH CARY, Professor, Department of English
September 16, 1961 to September 30, 1989
ELISABETH W. CHOMIAK, Academic Assis tant I, Department
of Molecular and Cell Biology
June 3, 1952 to June 30, 1989
BARBARA CLARK, UHPC-V Case Supervisor, Department of
Social Work, John Dempsey Hospi tal
September 8, 1969 to September 30, 1989
JACK M. DAVIS, Professor, Department of English
September 1, 1956 to August 31, 1989
NORMAN T. DAVIS, Professor, Department of Physiology
and Neurobiology
September 16, 1954 to August 31, 1989
GRACE F. DOLE, UCP IX-University Librarian III,
Stamford Campus
September 16, 1964 to September 30, 1989
EDWARD DOWLING, Extension Professor, Institute of Public
Service
September 16, 1961 to September 30, 1989
JOHN DUFFY, Instructor, English, Waterbury Campus
September 16, 1967 to July 31, 1989
JOSEPH DUSEAULT, UCP VIII-Assistant Director, University
Publications
December 20, 1955 to July 31, 1989
CATHERINE EASTWOOD, UHPC VII-Professional Assis tant
II, Department of Electron Microscopy, John Dempsey
Hospi ta l
January 9, 1970 to September 30, 1989
IVOR ECHOLS, Professor and Assistant Dean, School of
Social Work
February 1, 1970 to July 31, 1989
ALICE EISENBERG, UHPC VI-Professional Assis tant III,
Capitol Region Mental Health Center, John Dempsey
Hospital
February 29, 1968 to August 31, 1989
MARY ELLEN ELWELL, UCP IV-Administrative Services
Assistant III, Development Office
September 22, 1967 to August 31, 1989
Seventy
JAMEs A. EVERsoLE, Professor, Department of Music
September 16, 1967 to July 31, 1989
RAYMOND O.P. FARRISH, Professor, Department of
Agricultural Economics & Rural Sociology
July 1, 1956 to August 31, 1989
ESTELLE F. FEINSTEIN, Professor, History, Stamford Campus
September 16, 1960 to August 31, 1989
SUNG YEN FENG, Professor, Department of Marine Sciences
September 16, 1966 to September 30, 1989
SELMA FISCHER, UCP V-Program Coordinator, MBA
Program, Stamford Campus
February 23, 1968 to December 31, 1988
VINTON DAY FISHER, Extension Professor, Institute of
Public Service
June 16, 1961 to June 30, 1989
WILLIAM T. FISHER, Associate Professor, Department of
Management
September 4, 1957 to September 30, 1989
BARBARA FLORENCE, UCP III-Medical Technician,
Department of Health Services
September 14, 1973 to September 30, 1989
KENNETH W. FORMAN, Professor, Department of Art
September 16, 1951 to August 31, 1989
YAKIRA H. FRANK, University Director and Professor,
English, Stamford Campus
September 16, 1962 to May 31, 1990
JOSEPH R. GARTNER, Professor, Department of Mechanical
Engineering
September 16, 1968 to September 30, 1989
SOPHIE LUCY GIANNINOTO, UCP VI-Administrative Services
Assistant IV, Department of Modem and Classical
Languages
September 16, 1941 to September 30, 1989
ALLEN E. GILLESPIE, Professor, Department of Music
September 1, 1956 to September 30, 1989
JEAN W. GosSELIN, UPC III-Program Assistant I, Institute
of Public and Urban Affairs
September 16, 1965 to August 31, 1989
JOSEPH GRANT, Associate Professor, Department of
Curriculum and Inst ruction
September 16, 1968 to December 31, 1988
RODERICK C. HALL, JR., Specialist IIA-Research Associate I,
Department of Nutritional Sciences
September 16, 1961 to July 31, 1989
PATRICK HARRINGTON, UCP I-Box Office Manager,
Jorgensen Auditorium
September 6, 1968 to September 30, 1989
JOHN C. HEALD, Assis tant Professor, Communication
Sciences, Hartford Campus
June 12, 1959 to May 31, 1989
BRUCE Hoon, Professor, Department of Educational
Leadership
September 16, 1967 to September 30, 1989
STELLA HORISKA, UCP VI-Financial Aid Officer, Office of
Financial Aid
May 12, 1964 to August 31, 1989
HELEN G. HOWLEY, UHPC VII-Clinical Laboratory
Technologist, Department of Clinical Chemistry, John
Dempsey Hospi tal
April 4, 1977 to September 30, 1989
HAMPTON D. HUFF, UCP VII-Counselor, Department of
Counseling Services
September 12, 1966 to September 30, 1989
JOAN W. JENSEN, UCP X-University Associate Librarian,
Homer Babbidge Library
October 1, 1968 to September 30, 1989
BARBARA D. JOHNSON, UCP VIII-Nurse Practitioner,
Department of Health Services
February 1, 1974 to September 30, 1989
JULIAN F. JOHNSON, Professor, Department of Chemistry
September 16, 1968 to September 30, 1989
ELEANOR JOSEPHSON, UEA II-Library Assis tant II, Lyman
Maynard Stowe Library, Health Center
July 22, 1974 to September 30, 1989
WILLIAM KELLEHER, Specialist IV A-Head Track Coach,
Division of Athletics
September 1, 1967 to June 30, 1989
ELVIN DUWAYNE KELLER, Professor, School of Family
Studies
September 16, 1961 to September 30, 1989
BRIAN K. KLITZ, Professor, Department of Music
September 16, 1961 to September 30, 1989
JOHN KOLEGA, Associate Professor, Department of Natural
Resources Management and Engineering
February 1, 1963 to September 30, 1989
FRED KORT, Professor, Department of Political Science
September 16, 1950 to May 31, 1990
REIN LAAK, Professor, Department of Civil Engineering
September 16, 1968 to July 31, 1989
EVA LEDERER, UCP IX-University Librarian III, Homer
Babbidge Library
September 16, 1969 to September 30, 1989
HERBERT LEDERER, Professor, Department of Modem and
Classical Languages
September 16, 1969 to September 30, 1989
ADDISON LESSER, UHPC V-Case Supervisor, Department of
Social Work, John Dempsey Hospital
September 1, 1969 to August 31, 1989
ROBERT LEWIS, USP III, Department of Human Resources,
Health Center
August 30, 1974 to January 31, 1989
HONG-CHAN LI, UCP X-University Assis tant Librarian,
Harleigh B. Trecker Library, Hartford Campus
April 1, 1968 to August 31, 1989
T. FOSTER LINDLEY, Professor, Department of Philosophy,
and Associate Dean, College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences
September 16, 1950 to September 30, 1989
GORDON I. LOSEY, UCP V-Assistant Registrar, Waterbury
Campus
September 16, 1964 to September 30, 1989
Seventy-One
JAMES M. MAHONEY, Associate Professor, History,
Waterbury Campus
September 16, 1951 to September 30, 1989
RITA MASINDA, UCP V-Office Manager, Office of Financial
Aid
July 1, 1948 to June 30, 1989
CAROLYN H. McDEW, UCP VI-Academic Advisor II,
Academic Advisory Center
February 1, 1969 to September 30, 1989
WALTER MCGOWAN, UCP VIII-Writer/Editor IV,
Institutional Relations
April 1, 1966 to August 31, 1989
BETTY Jo MCGRADE, Professor, Department of Pediatrics,
School of Medicine
January 4, 1971 to January 31, 1989
DOROTHEA MCMANAMY, UEA I, Department of Family
Medicine, School of Medicine
January 4, 1974 to September 30, 1989
NANCY MCMASTER, UEA I, Vice President's Office, Health
Center
September 21, 1973 to September 30, 1989
JAMES MERMIGOS, UHPC VI-Pharmacist III, Department of
Pharmacy, John Dempsey Hospi tal
January 8, 1971 to September 30, 1989
FREEMAN W. MEYER, Professor, History, Hartford Campus
September 16, 1951 to September 30, 1989
EDWARD S. MICHNIEWSKI, University Director and Bursar,
Controller Division
January 29, 1958 to September 30, 1989
BEVERLY MANN MIELA, UCP III-Assistant Degree Auditor,
Office of the Registrar
August 29, 1973 to September 30, 1989
JOHN R. MILLER, JR., UCP VII-Internal Auditor, Office of
Internal Auditing
January 12, 1968 to September 30, 1989
CATHERINE MITCHELL, UHPC VIII-Professional Assis tant I,
Capitol Region Men tal Health Center, John Dempsey
Hospi tal
November 8, 1974 to August 31, 1989
GERHART MoEBus, UCP IX-Electronics Shop Engineer,
Institute of Materials Science
June 26, 1970 to September 30, 1989
NATALIE MoNTY, UCP VIII-SHS Nurse Practitioner,
Department of Health Services
November 11, 1968 to December 31, 1988
THOMAS A. MORRISON, Professor, Department of
Accounting
September 1, 1972 to September 30, 1989
MOHINI MUNDKUR, UCP X-University Assistant Librarian,
Homer Babbidge Library
September 16, 1967 to September 30, 1989
GEORGE HAROLD MURRAY, Associate Extension Professor,
Institute of Public Service
September 16, 1953 to September 30, 1989
GILBERT D. NASS, Associate Professor, School of Family
Studies
September 16, 1965 to August 31, 1989
ALICE F. NOHEIMER, UCP III-Program Assistant I,
Department of Career Se rvices
August 1, 1954 to August 31, 1989
PAUL E. NuTTALL, Associate Professor, Cooperative
Extension Service
September 16, 1965 to September 30, 1989
CHESTER OBUCHOWSKI, Professor, Department of Modern
and Classical Languages
September 16, 1949 to August 31, 1989
CLAIRE O'HARA, UCP IV-Bursar, Stamford Campus
October 30, 1970 to September 30, 1989
IRENE OSTAPIUK, Research Assis tant III, Department of
Anatomy, School of Medicine
September 2, 1969 to August 31, 1989
ANDREW PAESANI, JR., Associate Professor, Department of
Communication Sciences
September 16, 1967 to July 31, 1989
AGISILAOS JOHN PAPPANIKOU, Professor, Department of
Educational Psychology
September 16, 1965 to July 31, 1989
JOHN PATTERSON, University Professor, Department of
Physiology, School of Medicine
September I, 1963 to December 31, 1989
J. RAYMOND PICHEY, Professor, School of Social Work
August 6, 1956 to June 30, 1989
THOMAS J. PIKE, Specialist III A-Head Trainer, Division of
Athletics
September 1, 1963 to September 30, 1989
EDWARD T. PITKIN, Professor, Department of Mechanical
Engineering
September 16, 1964 to September 30, 1989
DONALD W. PROTHEROE, Professor, Department of
Curriculum and Instruction
September 16, 1969 to August 31, 1989
HOWARD A. REED, Professor, Department of History
July 16, 1967 to June 30, 1989
JAMES C. REYNOLDS, Associate Professor, Center for
Instructional Media & Technology
September 16, 1965 to September 30, 1989
HALLAS H. RIDGEWAY, Lecturer, Department of Civil
Engineering
September 16, 1964 to September 30, 1989
ROBERT RIPPEY, Professor, Research in Health Education,
School of Medicine
May 4, 1973 to September 30, 1989
VINCENT R. ROGERS, Professor, Department of Curriculum
and Instruction
September 16, 1967 to July 31, 1989
NANCY RUBIN, UHPC VII-Professional Assistant II,
Pediatric Nursing, John Dempsey Hospi tal
September 8, 1970 to May 31, 1989
RICHARD RYAN, UHPC III-Staff Nurse, Psychiatric
Nursing, John Dempsey Hospi tal
March 2, 1973 to February 28, 1989
JOHANNA SAHLIN, Associate Professor, Modern and
Classical Languages, Stamford Campus
September 16, 1962 to May 31, 1989
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MAE Sr. CYR, UHPC VII-Professional Assistant II,
Operating Room, John Dempsey Hospital
March 26, 1976 to July 31, 1989
PAUL A. SCHOLL, Associate Professor, Department of
Educational Psychology
September 16, 1967 to September 30, 1989
MEGAN Scorr, UEA II, Library Assistant II, Lyman
Maynard Stowe Library, Health Center
October 2, 1970 to September 30, 1989
ANTHONY SIMONELLI, Professor, School of Pharmacy
September 1, 1960 to September 30, 1989
H. FRED SIMONS, Assistant Vice President, Division of
Student Affairs and Services
September 10, 1971 to September 30, 1989
IRENE J. SMITH, UEA III, Dean's Office, School of Medicine
August 2, 1974 to September 30, 1989
CAROLYN STOCKING, UCP X-University Assistant Librarian,
Homer Babbidge Library
October 3, 1960 to July 31, 1989
CURTIS SWANSON, University Assistant Director,
Department of Purchasing, Health Center
March 7, 1969 to September 30, 1989
FRANCES SZALL, UCP VI-Administrative Service Assistant
IV, Office of the Dean, College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences
February 4, 1957 to September 30, 1989
JOYCE C. TAMBURINE, UCP VIII-Associate Director,
Department of Admissions and Orientation Services
August 1, 1968 to August 31, 1989
PATRICIA TIMMINS, Research Assistant III, Department of
Pathobiology
September 3, 1946 to September 30, 1989
JAMES F. TULLY, Assistant Extension Professor Labor
Education Center
March 28, 1983 to August 31, 1989
ANN TURNER, UEA I, Lyman Maynard Stowe Library,
Health Center
October 7, 1966 to August 31, 1989
JOSEPHINE TURNER, UHPC IV-Director, Department of
Social Work, John Dempsey Hospital
July I, 1967 to September 30, 1989
ALLEN WACHTEL, Professor, Department of Physiology and
Neurobiology
September 16, 1963 to September 30, 1989
CRAYTON C. WALKER, Professor, Department of
Information Management
September 10, 1970 to June 30, 1989
STEIGHTON A. WATTS, Assistant Professor, Department of
Political Science
September 16, 1960 to September 30, 1989
PAUL WEINER, Professor, Department of Economics
September 16, 1960 to September 30, 1989
RICHARD F. WENDEL, Professor, Department of Marketing
September 16, 1969 to May 31, 1990
R. WILLIAM WENGEL, Professor, Department of Plant
Science
September 1, 1957 to May 31, 1990
MARIE WITHERSPOON, UCP IV-Assistant to the Director,
Avery Point Campus
April 16, 1970 to September 30, 1989
HERMAN WOLF, University Technician II, Microbiology,
John Dempsey Hospital
June 12, 1968 to September 30, 1989
JOSEPH F. ZYGMUNT, Associate Professor, Department of
Sociology
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O beautiful for spacious skies,
For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties,
Above the fruited plain;
America! America! God shed His grace on thee,
And crown thy good with brotherhood,
From sea to shining sea.
ALMA MATER
Once more, as we gather today,
To sing our ALMA MATER'S praise,
And join in the fellowship strong,
Which inspires our college days,
We're backing our men in the strife,
Cheering them to VIC-TO-RY,
and pledge anew to old CONNECTICUT,
Our steadfast spirit of loyalty.
CONNECTICUT, CONNECTICUT, Thy
sons and daughters true,
Unite to honor thy name, Our fairest
WHITE and BLUE.
Seventy-Six
